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COVER STORY:  EMBRAER

 T
he Legacy 650 is one of those 

aircraft that is hard to define. 

Should it be compared with the 

rest of its family of Embraer de-

rivatives, with aircraft of a simi-

lar cabin sized aircraft (the Chal-

lenger 605, Falcon 2000, Falcon 900, G350 or 

Challenger 850), with aircraft of a similar range 

or with aircraft of a similar price? Perhaps it is 

best to consider this new market entrant on its 

own merits at this very early stage in its com-

mercial life.

So far, Arab Wings, DC aviation and Titan 

Airways all see the point of the Legacy 650. Each 

is waiting for the delivery of their new certified 

jet, based on the proven technology of the EMB 

135/145 regional jet of which there are around 

1,100 in operation worldwide.

Perhaps the Legacy 650s heritage is the 

best place to start. With such huge populations 

already in service (albeit in commercial airliner 

configuration) there is a strong service and sup-

port base for this aircraft type outside the private 

jet arena.

Case proven 
for the Legacy 650

When Embraer set out to demonstrate the credentials of the Legacy 650 through demonstrator flights, 

there is no doubt that it proved its case. There is a lot of performance, range and space for the $29.5 mil-

lion price tag and Embraer showcased this aircraft type’s credentials to the max. Jo Murray was on board

A host of avionics
The Legacy 650 certification marks the debut of the new Honeywell Primus Elite™ avionics 

suite, which will also equip the Legacy 600. The highly reliable, light-weight Liquid Crystal 

Display (LCD) units provide enhanced functions, such as charts and geographical maps with 

up-linked XM weather overlay. As a follow-on certification, the coupled VNAV (Vertical Naviga-

tion) will allow the airplane to follow FMS (Flight Management System) vertical paths, which 

is particularly beneficial during descents with several altitude and speed constraints, since it 

reduces crew workload and optimises fuel consumption.

Similarly, the FANS/CPDLC (Future Air Navigation System – Controller Pilot Datalink Com-

munication) function will provide the aircraft with air-ground data communications so pilots 

can respond to ATC (Air Traffic Control) messages, request clearances and deviations in the 

flight plan, report  information, etc., thus avoiding voice frequency congestion and possible 

language hurdles. With RNP 0.3 (Required Navigation Performance) capability and other func-

tionalities, such as WAAS/LPV (Wide Area Augmentation System/Localizer Performance with 

Vertical Guidance) and the SmartRunway™ and SmartLanding™ Runway Awareness and Advi-

sory System, the Legacy 650 and Legacy 600 flight decks will conform to the latest technolo-

gies for enhanced situational awareness, while ensuring outstanding operational flexibility in 

congested airspaces, terrain-challenged airports, and adverse weather conditions.
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The Legacy family (comprising the 600 and 

650) boast quite a pedigree as a variant of the 

35-seat EMB-135 regional jet and the 50-seat 

EMB-145, which was first certified in December 

1996. The provenance is important as it dem-

onstrates just how rugged the Legacy family’s 

breeding is as a high utilisation regional aircraft. 

In fact, the EMB-135/145 has become a work-

horse on numerous largely North American and 

European regional routes. In a low utilisation 

business aviation application, the Legacy 650 

will find its workload a breeze.

What is important operationally about the 

Legacy 650 is its usefulness as a connector of city 

pairs. The London/Dubai demonstrator flight is 

a typical application for this aircraft type; but so 

too is London/New York or Moscow/Shanghai 

or even São Paulo to Miami. It can operate in 

restricted airports such as Cannes and London 

City as well as hot and high destinations. This is 

going to be a perfect business tool for those in 

the position of being able to take advantage of 

its performance.

Perhaps speed is not the Legacy 650’s big-

gest selling point (maximum speed cruise is 

Mach 0.80) and the cruise altitude is limited to 

41,000ft and 39000ft taking off at maximum 

takes off weight, but comfort, space and produc-

tivity will surely sell this aircraft.

The Legacy 650 has a 1650ft3 cabin which 

totals 49.10ft in length and 6ft 11in in width. It 

has a three zone cabin to separate out working, 

sleeping and dining. There are also 22 windows 

to provide plenty of natural light and the ceil-

ing height allows six footers to stand upright. 

The Legacy 650 has a forward galley and flight 

attendant station, an amply sized aft lavatory 

and a 240ft3 baggage compartment – the larg-

est in its class.

Its brother, the Legacy 600, has already 

clocked up eight years’ operation and has been de-

livered to nearly 200 customers worldwide, but is 

quite a different prospect. For the same 3,400nm 

mission, the Legacy 650 will allow about 2,500lb 

more payload (with the 650 ultimately capable of 

3,900nm range). The 650 has a maximum take-

off weight of 53,572lb compared with the 600’s 

49,604lb. The 650 has an additional ventral tank 

as well as a wet central wing box; and it has a 

new wing structure and reinforced landing gear 

derived from the larger EMB-145.

Thrust is provided by two Rolls-Royce AE 3007A2 

engines – a refined version of proven technology. 

The airplane is complaint with the latest ICAO 

Stage IV noise regulations which allows landing 

at the most noise restrictive airports and also con-

tribute to a peaceful cabin environment.

Embraer has also done its best to minimise 

the pilots’ workload with the installation of the 

Honeywell Primus Elite avionics suite, as well 

as other features like the Electronic Flight bag. 

Then there is the connectivity afforded passen-

gers through Inmarsat’s SwiftBroadband system 

for high-speed Internet in-flight and the Iridium 

satellite phone.

So far, the Legacy family of business jets has 

been well received because the cabin sizes afford 

plenty of comfort at very manageable operating 

costs. It is also a tried and tested airframe with 

copious support expertise around the world.

The bottom line is that the Legacy 650 af-

fords plenty of airplane for the price and is al-

ready capturing the imagination of operators, 

especially in Europe and the Middle East. 

What is important operationally about the Legacy 650 is its
 usefulness as a connector of city pairs. The London/Dubai 

demonstrator flight is a typical application for this aircraft type

Embraer’s Legacy 650 executive jet is certified
The Brazilian Civil Aviation Agency (Agência Nacional de Aviação Civil – ANAC) and the Euro-

pean Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) have granted certification for the Legacy 650 executive jet. 

“We are happy to announce today the ANAC and EASA certifications of the Legacy 650, 

just one year after the program launch at the last NBAA convention. This will allow us to start 

deliveries of the aircraft in 2010, as planned,” said Luís Carlos Affonso, Embraer Executive Vice 

President, Executive Jets. “The Legacy 650 met all of the original specification targets, particu-

larly the 3,900nm range, which allows the airplane to connect important city pairs and open 

new markets for Embraer.”

Maurício Almeida, Embraer Vice President, Programs, Executive Jets, said: “The Legacy 650 is a 

very capable product that has had a seamless, although challenging, development trajectory. Once 

again, this demonstrates Embraer’s ability to respond to market demands in a timely manner.”
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 C 
essna chief Jack Pelton has al-

ways insisted that the company 

will have the fastest business 

jet and with the upgraded and 

revamped Citation Ten (in a bid 

for modernisation it has been 

renamed this way now too) seeks to hold off the 

attack from Gulfstream for the prized mantle.

Although a speed figure hasn’t been given, Pel-

ton was adamant that “the Citation Ten is the fast-

est production business jet, and it will continue to 

be the fastest production business jet,” he said 

at the show. He did say that a figure would be 

declared after Gulfstream has certified the G650.

The improvements include a new avionics 

suite from Garmin with the G5000 – the first Part 

25 avionics platform from Garmin – improved 

Rolls-Royce engines, a Cessna exclusive cabin 

management system and more cabin space.

“The launch of the Citation Ten is an exam-

ple of our commitment, repeated throughout the 

recent downturn, to new product development, 

and it’s a signal that we intend to do what we 

need to do to maintain a general aviation in-

dustry leadership position,” said Pelton. “We’ve 

teamed with Garmin and with Rolls-Royce to con-

ceive an almost perfect combination of speed, 

performance, ease of operation and productivity 

in one airframe – the Citation Ten.” First flight is 

slated for 2011 with certification and deliveries 

expected in 2013.

“We are particularly excited about the ad-

vanced technology incorporated throughout the 

aircraft and the improved performance charac-

teristics that give our customers a more efficient 

and a more productive aircraft, and aircraft cabin 

that are designed to meet evolving requirements 

in business travel,” Pelton said.

The aircraft is set to benefit from a range in-

crease of 211nm (391km) at high speed cruise 

as well as a 214lb (97kg) increase in maximum 

payload and an improved, but as yet undisclosed, 

faster direct climb to FL450.

The new Ten will utilise a pair of Rolls-Royce 

AE 3007C2 turbofans with 7,034lb thrust each. 

According to Cessna, this marks an improvement 

of 4% for take-off thrust, 9% better climb per-

formance, 7% improvement in cruise thrust and 

AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER:  CESSNA

Speed king
The Cessna Citation X has long been the fastest way to get from A to B in the civil world, until Gulfstream 

came along with the G650, which is set to displace the X. However, Cessna isn’t going to be caught 

napping and unwrapped its plans to fight back at this year’s NBAA. Phil Nasskau reports
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1.4% reduction in specific fuel consumption. The 

engines are slated for certification in 2013.

And the aircraft will feature winglets for more 

efficient performance, a new electrical system, 

dual lithium-ion batteries, a redesigned cabin 

and improved connectivity and productivity tools.

Meanwhile, in the cockpit, Cessna will to con-

tinue its work with Garmin, as well as giving the 

cockpit a new design. At its centre is the G5000 

with three 14in LCD primary and multifunction dis-

plays with four touch screen control panels. Stand-

ard features will include TCAS II with Change 7.1, 

synthetic vision, electronic charts, Garmin’s Safe-

Taxi, dual flight management system with WAAS, 

LPV and RNP 0.3 SAAAR capability, a solid-state 

weather radar with turbulence detection and verti-

cal scan ability, integrated TAWS, ADS-B Out, Link 

2000+ data link and a pilot-vehicle touch screen 

interface. Additionally as options the company Middle East prospects for the Citation Ten
According to Cessna Vice President International Sales, Trevor Esling, “business is getting much 

better” as the company is seeing a big improvement over 2009. “We’re talking to people about 

our new products, people in general are starting to fly more and used aircraft prices are becom-

ing more stable, even though there are still quite a lot available,” he said.

Key for Esling though is waiting for market stability to return, which he says is happening 

albeit at a very slow pace. “It was a case that, before [the financial crisis], the UAE was really 

pulling the Middle Eastern market along, but with everything that’s happened there, it has been 

hit hard,” he said. “There have been repossessions and missed finance payments. Now there are 

just too many aircraft and we need to get the supply and demand equilibrium back.”

However, it isn’t all doom and gloom in the region with Egypt representing its strongest mar-

ket at present. Esling attributes this to a relatively robust economy and that further west along 

North Africa the company is also seeing sales success with new aircraft.

A key market that Cessna really wants to get into is Saudi Arabia, but Esling admits that this 

isn’t easy because “we are maybe a little handicapped by not having the large cabin offering. 

However, the X/Ten can still do Riyadh to London non-stop and nothing can do it faster,” he 

said. “Some people are now looking more at speed than cabin space.”

He admits that the biggest challenge is with the number of used aircraft. He said: “You can 

buy a brand new Citation X for $18 million, but you can get a much larger used wide body for 

probably the same price. What are you going to get?”

For Esling the key is a reduction in the number of used aircraft available, as well as a return 

to the traditional market in terms of aircraft like the Sovereign, which has previously sold well 

in the region.

The company wants to see more sales of light jets too, albeit that one small hindrance is 

the lack of an APU. However, Esling is not put off by the region’s typical shunning of smaller 

aircraft. “It’s a process of education, of course the region isn’t typically a light jet region, but 

every mature market uses them for a reason,” he said.

Looking forward for the region, Esling explained that, at present, the two servicing facilities 

are adequate, “it would be nice to have one in the UAE”. He cited the fact that, not only are 

there are a good number of aircraft there, but there’s a lot of through traffic too. Typically Ces-

sna looks to have around 60 aircraft in region before exploring servicing options, “as then it 

begins to make sense to invest”, said Esling.
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will offer satellite weather and an ICAO Type 1A 

flight data recorder.

According to Garmin, like its other products, the 

G5000 features an open architecture that will al-

low the addition of “significant capabilities” to the 

system. It also said that quite often this would be 

possible without the need for additional hardware.

The avionics also give the Ten a three-axis, 

fully digital, dual channel, fail passive autopilot 

system, and the ability to have auto throttle. Ap-

proval for the avionics suite is expected in 2012.

“We have a very successful relationship with 

Garmin, a company recently ranked by aviation 

professionals as having the best avionics customer 

support in the industry in a prestigious third-party 

survey,” said Pelton. “The level of reliability and 

integration and the ease of use of the G5000 are 

going to be unprecedented and will give Citation 

Ten owners a new level of operability.”

While for the passengers, the fuselage has 

been stretched by 15in along with what the 

manufacturer says will be the most advanced 

cabin in the industry. The airframer has teamed 

up with Dallas-based Heads Up Technologies 

to develop an “intelligent” Cabin Management 

System (CMS). The cabin will integrate electrical 

systems, avionics and communications through a 

scalable fiber optic backbone with an “intuitive” 

“It was a case that, before [the financial crisis], the UAE was
 really pulling the Middle Eastern market along, but with

 everything that’s happened there, it has been hit hard” (Esling)
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touch screen control system for the “ultimate 

connectivity experience”.

The company said by using fiber optics it can 

reduce aircraft weight and also provide sufficient 

bandwidth for future growth. It said that a fiber 

optic backbone weighs 1/10th of the typical 

copper cable system.

Cessna’s CMS will include touch screen con-

trollers for each passenger seat to control audio 

(naturally it is compatible with iPods and the like), 

video, interactive moving map, cabin temperature, 

lights, window shades and cabin diagnostics.

Alongside the cabin controls each cabin ar-

rangement has 110 or 220 volt outlets, as well as 

several USB/device inputs. As options the com-

pany has available high-speed internet, satellite 

radio and cabin Wi-Fi.

It is set to include a trip computer which will 

feature an interactive moving map with a global 

database, with standard features like flight data 

displays and location indicator, and can offer ac-

cess to points of interest information too. 

“We’ve teamed with Garmin and with 
Rolls-Royce to conceive an almost 
perfect combination of speed, 
performance, ease of operation
 and productivity” (Pelton)
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 T
he company’s outlook is very 

much positive for its HondaJet 

as it is finding new sales success 

amid the economic recession. 

According to Stephen Keeney, 

spokesman for the company, the 

fact that many companies have experienced the 

advantages of business aviation means that 

they are not ready to give up the benefits. “A 

lot of companies may be flying an aircraft that 

is larger than the mission they require, perhaps 

fewer people than the capacity or just shorter 

missions. Companies are also looking at right-

sizing, and this is why they’re looking at some-

thing like the HondaJet – it’s efficient,” he said.

“The credit crunch isn’t really a big factor 

for us because of our delivery timing, plus we’ve 

had a very low attrition rate on orders,” he said. 

Although he wouldn’t give an exact figure on or-

ders lost he said “you could probably count them 

on one hand”. However, the company has yet to 

disclose more than the 100 orders it received 

when the aircraft went on sale, but it is reason-

able to expect orders for at least 250 aircraft.

Besides rightsizing, Keeney also believes 

that the HondaJet can make a great addition 

to complement larger aircraft. “Companies have 

realised they can actually save money by add-

ing a HondaJet for the smaller trips. And to that 

extent we have had a lot of interest lately from 

companies that are trying to fly more efficiently. 

It really is somewhat unusual because we have 

kind of become a beneficiary of the economic 

conditions,” he explained.

Although at present the company’s order 

book has no fleet orders, Keeney said there is 

a lot of interest. “There are a number of very 

strong companies that we would like to partner 

with, and we’re talking to a number of them,” 

he said. However he remained tight-lipped as 

to who, but said that there were options both in 

North America and Europe. 

Keeney believes that, because of Honda’s 

history in ground transportation, many cus-

tomers feel at ease with Honda. He explained: 

“For some of our customers, the first mode of 

transportation was a Honda motorcycle as a 

teenager, then perhaps a Civic, then an Accord. 

Maybe they then had a family and got an Od-

yssey and maybe now they have an Acura or 

an NSX. Many of our customers have grown up 

with Honda, and that helps us quite a bit.”

Presently the company is still limiting sales 

to North America and Europe but does recog-

nise the potential in the Middle East and Asia 

as “they are going to be important in the future”.

On the development side, Honda used this 

year’s NBAA to announce that ground testing 

was underway for the first conforming flight 

test aircraft with it already having had its elec-

trical, hydraulic, mechanical and environmental 

control systems installed as it gets ready for its 

first flight. So far the OEM said it has completed 

a variety of testing including oxygen, fuel tank 

and vapour cycle systems tests and power dis-

tribution tests. Additionally, it has rolled out a 

new paint scheme and the company took de-

livery of its first set of engines in late October.

GE – which is developing the 1,928lb thrust 

HF120 engines in a joint venture with Honda – is 

building the first 20 conforming aircraft engines 

at its Massachusetts facility; 10 for the certifi-

cation programme and 10 for the first batch 

of customers. After this run, production will be 

switched to Honda’s new campus in Burlington, 

said GE Business and General Aviation Vice-Presi-

dent and General Manager Brad Mottier. 

Additionally, the engine has demonstrated 

thrust and fuel burn “around the whole flight 

envelope” and is seeing “better than what we 

committed to in terms of performance” from 

the turbofans, said Mottier. The engine has 

been tested in an altitude chamber to 46,000ft 

(14,000m) and M0.85 at GE’s facilities, well be-

HondaJet:
powering the dream

Honda is adamant that its first jet offering will be nothing short of a success, even amid the turmoil that 

the recent financial crisis has created. In fact it believes that, to some extent, it may even have helped 

the newcomer because deliveries aren’t set to start until 2012. Phil Nasskau reports
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yond the aircraft’s 43,000ft maximum altitude 

and 420kt maximum speed. “The engine is per-

forming beautifully,” said Mottier. Certification 

of the HF120 is expected in 2011.

Meanwhile, the second aircraft, which was 

completed in July, has undergone a series of 

structural tests in-house at its Greensboro, 

North Carolina, facility for control surface test-

ing. Stress testing has started and it says that 

so far tests have included: 100% limit-load wing 

tests; 100% limit-load horizontal stabilizer tests; 

wing stiffness tests; landing gear load tests; py-

lon stiffness tests; and fuselage pressure tests.

The third test aircraft is scheduled to start 

final assembly “soon” and will be used for me-

chanical systems flight-testing. Already the fu-

selage and empennage have been completed 

and, according to Honda, the wing assembly is 

not far off being finished. While further down 

the line, in 2012, Honda has said it will use the 

fourth aircraft for fatigue testing.

Needless to say the company can call upon 

its extensive manufacturing experiences and, 

because of this, Keeney said that quality is de-

signed into the product at the beginning. “We 

do not reengineer in the quality at the end. Plus, 

it doesn’t hurt to have the name Honda behind 

you,” he added.

As such it is using suppliers to build the 

sub assemblies, although the wing is being pro-

duced in house on the basis of its complexity. It 

is working with GKN aerospace on the fuselage 

while Hampson is supplying the empennage 

and Garmin is being used for the avionics fit. 

Keeney added that he believes the HondaJet 

will “probably be the first G3000 equipped air-

craft to be in service”.

The manufacturing facility will be 

250,000ft2 and house everything under one 

roof, including two paint shops and flight-test-

ing department. Keeney said this means the 

company can ensure the highest possible qual-

ity and fix any problems immediately. The facil-

ity is now in its final phase of construction and 

is set to be completed in early 2011. Thereafter 

the factory will gear up for production with 

staff training and such.

The factory will be able to cope with any in-

crease in demand. Initially it will run on a single 

shift basis and be able to produce around 100 

aircraft per year; it can, however, run up to three 

shifts. Naturally, with an automotive background, 

it will operate on a just in time manufacturing 

principle while utilising a proprietary Honda sys-

tem to ensure each station along the production 

line is up to scratch, on time and within quality 

expectations as the company looks to mimic the 

efficiencies from its motor car division.

Although there is still some time to go be-

fore the HondaJet is certificated and enters 

service, the company is already keeping one eye 

on the future. “Naturally our first priority has to 

be gaining certification and to start delivering 

the current model. Then we’re obviously going 

So far the OEM said it has completed
a variety of testing including oxygen, 

fuel tank and vapour cycle systems 
tests and power distribution tests. 

“Naturally our first priority has to be gaining certification 
and to start delivering the current model. Then we’re obviously

 going to look at opportunities to meet different needs” (Keeney) 

to look at opportunities to meet different needs 

of our customers; perhaps this means more pas-

senger capacity or more range. Either way we 

are definitely looking.

“It is generally accepted that, in the long 

term, most people realise that it is difficult for 

any OEM in the aerospace industry to survive on 

a single model, and we’ll be looking for opportu-

nities. How this will come around we don’t know 

yet. But as we have done with our cars, we’ll 

make sure there’s something new technological-

ly. Whatever the design may be, it will introduce 

a new benefit to the market. It has to enhance 

the market segment,” explained Keeney.

Overall the company maintains there is keen 

interest in the HondaJet because it is fuel effi-

cient, and that “as with other Honda products we 

anticipate it will be highly reliable and a 5,000 

hour engine TBO helps too,” added Keeney.

The company showed off its cabin mock-up 

at NBAA in Atlanta, Georgia, US, this year. And 

this time it was with a full production interior – 

utilising all the parts the real interior and with 

the intended design and layout. The company 

reckons that by mounting the wings on the en-

gine it gains around 12in in additional cabin 

space which allows for the club four seating 

arrangement, and perhaps importantly, allows 

passengers to sit opposite each other without 

the need to overlap feet. Naturally in today’s 

world there will be some sort of internet/com-

munications capability but as an option.
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AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER:  BOMBARDIER

 T
he battle to rule the top end of 

the business aircraft category 

continues as Bombardier ups its 

ante.  Two new jets, the Global 

7000 and Global 8000, are join-

ing Bombardier’s fl agship Global 

aircraft family to accommodate the large, ultra 

long-range category with four aircraft models: 

the Global 5000, Global Express XRS, Global 

7000 and Global 8000 jets. 

Already, Canada’s London Air Services (LAS) 

has been named the launch customer for the 

Global 7000. This is not the fi rst time LAS has 

been in Bombardier’s news. In July 2008, LAS 

became the fi rst Canadian operator to purchase 

the Learjet 85 aircraft, with fi rm orders for fi ve 

jets, and was also the fi rst Canadian operator to 

take delivery of a Challenger 605 jet. In Septem-

ber 2007, LAS became the launch customer for 

Bombardier’s new Global Vision Flight Deck and, 

in late 2004, it was the fi rst Canadian operator 

to take delivery of a Learjet 45 XR aircraft. Obvi-

ously, LAS is quite a Bombardier fan.

Steve Ridolfi , President, Bombardier Business 

Aircraft, says that Bombardier’s market success is 

down to ongoing investment in product develop-

ment. And the Global family has certainly been 

through copious product development since its 

launch in 1996.  

So why take the decision to push the bounda-

ries of the Global family? “The Global 7000 and 

Global 8000 jets will give our customers the abil-

ity to reach more destinations non-stop than ever 

before, delivering unprecedented levels of per-

formance, fl exibility, and comfort,” says Ridolfi . 

The Global 7000 aircraft features a spacious 

four-zone cabin. With a volume of 2,637ft3, the 

aircraft will have a high speed cruise of Mach 

0.90 and a range of 7,300nm at Mach 0.85 

under certain operating conditions. It will fl y 

London-Singapore, New York-Dubai or Beijing-

Washington non-stop with 10 passengers. Entry 

into service is scheduled for 2016.

Meanwhile, the Global 8000 will feature 

a superior three-zone 2,236ft3 cabins and an 

impressive range of 7,900nm at Mach 0.85 un-

der certain operating conditions. It will connect 

Sydney-Los Angeles, Hong Kong-New York and 

Mumbai-New York non-stop carrying eight pas-

sengers. The Global 8000 jet will reach a high-

speed cruise of Mach 0.90. Entry into service is 

scheduled for 2017.

The Global 7000 and Global 8000 cabin 

features: maximum natural light through new en-

larged windows that provide approximately 80% 

more surface per window than on current Global 

aircraft; a generous baggage suite that is accessi-

ble during fl ight; a crew rest area equipped with 

berthable seating; a spacious galley; and an in-

novative approach to cabin zones.

Both aircraft will also feature the most up-

to-date version of the Global Vision fl ight deck 

and the advanced connectivity capability of a 

leading-edge cabin management system to en-

sure the highest levels of convenience, comfort 

and control. 

Siblings
Bombardier is adding not one but two new siblings to its business aviation family with the introduction of 

the Global 7000 and Global 8000 aircraft, powered by GE Aviation’s new TechX engine technology. The 

airframer is saying that its comprehensive Global aircraft family transcends the boundaries of the large 

business jet category now that it is planning the Global 7000 (with a 7,300nm range) and a long-legged 

Global 8000 (with a 7,900nm range). It even has a launch customer. Jo Murray reports
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for the actual core of the engine.  It is in ef-

fect the ‘heart’ of the engine which includes the 

compressor, the combustor and the high pres-

sure turbine – it does not include the fan or the 

low pressure turbine,” Mottier says. Intrinsic to 

GE’s eCore technology is a high pressure ratio, 

10-stage compressor with advanced materials 

for enhanced reliability and durability and im-

proved fuel consumption. Commenting further 

on eCore, Mottier explains that eCore 1 com-

pleted its first phase of testing in November 

2009, and eCore 2 is on schedule to begin test-

ing in mid-2011. All of the data collected from 

these first tests will feed into eCore 2.

Then – in the list of GE Aviation technol-

ogy development programmes – comes TechX. 

“TechX was a technology development pro-

gramme for engines in the 10-20,000lb thrust 

range for business aviation – not for regionals 

or narrow bodies. We spend about $1 billion a 

year at GE Aviation inventing and perfecting 

technologies and system architecture. We have 

spent some of that money on TechX, some of 

it goes on NG34, etc. A lot of the technologies 

are scalable between those different technology 

programmes,” says Mottier.

“The TechX core will include eCore technol-

ogy. It also pulls in some of the technology that 

we have already certified for the GEnx engine 

on the Boeing 787 and 747-8” he says. Part of 

the TechX package includes the latest genera-

tion Twin Annular Pre-mixed Swirler II (TAPS II) 

combustor that will produce fewer NOx emis-

sions throughout the flight envelope – this is an 

enhancement over the TAPS that is in the GEnx. 

ple. “When we talk about LEAP-X, we are talk-

ing about a suite of technologies – compressors, 

combustors, high pressure turbine, low pressure 

turbine – which advance the art of the compo-

nents that make up an engine of that size,” he 

says. The LEAP-X technology programme is be-

ing developed by CFM International, a 50/50 

JV between GE and Snecma of France.

“Then we have the NG34. This is GE’s name for 

the technology development programme for the 

next-generation regional jet engine,” he points out. 

“We also have a programme called eCore. 

This is the technology development programme 

ENGINE MANUFACTURER:  GE AVIATION

 W 
hat really captures mar-

ket attention is a new 

airframe proposal to ac-

commodate real market 

demand, coupled with 

a step change in engine 

technology, based on tried and tested engineer-

ing. That is what Bombardier and GE Aviation 

have presented us with in the announcement 

that the Global 7000 and 8000 programmes 

have been launched and the 7000 platform 

even has a launch customer. This news has dem-

onstrated that there is a future-facing applica-

tion for GE Aviation’s TechX engine and now it 

is a question of pulling together all the inherent 

technologies, testing them and certifying the 

complete structure in time for entry into service.

As leader of the Business & General Avia-

tion Division at GE Aviation, Mottier is keen to 

set out the different development phases of the 

technologies that comprise the TechX engine. 

With a new engine it is never a case of talking 

in terms of the “whole”; an aero-engine is an en-

casement of components and assemblies, devel-

oped for various applications. The technologies 

that Mottier speaks of in relation to the Global 

7000 and 8000 engines are derived from select 

military applications (like the F414) and com-

mercial programmes which are scaled down for 

business aircraft applications. 

Starting with LEAP-X, Mottier explains that 

this is a technology development programme 

specifically for an engine for a commercial 

narrow body aircraft – such as an engine that 

would replace a CFM56 for the 737, for exam-

GE’s TechX: more than 
the sum of its parts
Bombardier’s new Global 7000 and 8000 aircraft will feature next-generation GE Aviation’s TechX 

16,500lb thrust engines. With entry into service scheduled for 2016 and 2017 respectively, what are the 

technologies and milestones that will enable these new Globals to deliver the promised efficiency and 

emissions advantages? Jo Murray speaks to Brad Mottier, Vice President and General Manager, Busi-

ness and General Aviation at GE Aviation

Brad Mottier
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The actual TechX engines for the Global 

7000 and 8000 will be a coming together of 

all these technology suites in one engine. It will 

run for the first time in 2013 to support the en-

try into service of the new business aircraft in 

2016 and 2017.

According to GE Aviation, the TechX engine 

will deliver several benefits, including: 8 to 20% 

lower specific fuel consumption than business 

jet engines in the large cabin aircraft class, 

more than 50% margin to CAEP/6 regulations 

on all emissions (NOx, smoke, hydrocarbons 

and CO) and high levels of performance and re-

liability. The TechX engine will produce around 

16,500lb of thrust.

The period between 2013 and 2016 will 

comprise a typical engine testing programme. 

“We lay out milestones for the testing of differ-

ent parts and their qualification. Then engine 

certification takes place at the tail end of that 

period,” he says.

In terms of aircraft – and therefore TechX 

engines populations – Mottier says that GE 

Aviation calculates market demand and there-

fore production rates before the engine builder 

makes a proposal to the airframer. “Quantity 

and production capacity justify the high level 

of investment to develop the product,” Mottier 

points out realistically. 

As for coming up with the goods, Mottier 

points out that airframers scrutinise in detail an 

engine builder’s track record of being able to 

deliver what it says it is going to deliver. “GE has 

a very enviable record in meeting their require-

ments,” he concludes. 

“When we talk about LEAP-X, we are talking about a suite of technologies
 – compressors, combustors, high pressure turbine, low pressure 

turbine – which advance the art of the components” (Mottier)

The TechX core will include 
eCore technology. Part of the TechX 

package includes the latest 
generation Twin Annular Pre-mixed 

Swirler II (TAPS II) combustor
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AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER:  DASSAULT

 T 
he company has appointed 

Jeddah-based Saudi Private 

Aviation Engineering and Main-

tenance (SPA-E&M) as a line 

service centre for the family of 

Falcon business jets, and, ac-

cording to Cloâtre, it represents a strategic part-

nership in a very important region.

SPA-E&M’s facility comes complete with two 

large hangars and 43,000ft2 of space, complete 

with workshops and storage facilities. Cloâtre 

said it is in a perfect point geographically to 

support the region’s growing fl eet. 

Maintenance aside, the company is also 

planning to have a simulator in the region by 

February next year with a CAE Simufl ite facil-

ity in Dubai. The facility will offer 7X, 900 and 

2000 training. “Having the simulator in Dubai 

is certainly very convenient and helps on the 

sales side,” he added.

For Cloâtre, support is an important element 

when selling aircraft. He said: “The Middle East 

is not a region where you can fi re and forget. 

You have to build trust with the customer.” And 

it is in that way that he said the company is 

“dedicated to the region” and looking “to estab-

lish a network to cover the region as a whole” 

with more facilities and people. Although he 

did say that nothing has been fi nalised, new 

centres or people would be added when and 

where they are needed.

Meanwhile, Dassualt’s fl agship 7X is making 

headway in the region, with it already playing 

host to seven of the type, the eighth is due to 

be delivered by the end of the year. The airfram-

er says that, by the end of 2010, there will be 

around 100 7Xs in service worldwide and that 

it believes the Middle East will become a very 

important market for the tri-jet.

Cloâtre said that the company’s goal is to 

increase orders by 50% on top of what he calls 

a “strong backlog” by 2013. “We’re not just 

looking at sales, but also to greatly increase our 

presence in the region. The greater our presence 

there, the better it is for the entire family of Fal-

con business jets,” he said.

But that is not going to come without its 

challenges, he admitted. “The Middle East is a 

pretty mature market, however there are a lot 

of aircraft there that are old and need to be 

replaced. One of the issues is selling off the old 

aircraft, but the region is evolving because we 

are now starting to see more and more demand 

for real business jet needs.

“Plus the charter market is evolving too. 

There are some very serious operators in the 

region and this is a good way for customers to 

become more accustomed with business jets.

“Naturally, like it is for everyone, the real 

diffi culty is price. The challenging economy and 

the weakened relationships between banks and 

potential buyers means it is still a tough time to 

be selling business jets,” he explained.

Yet Cloâtre is adamant that, in comparison 

with its competitors, Dassault is “doing quite 

well”. He attributed this to the fact that the 

company is “very active in the region” because 

of its existing presence. “We have got to be the 

main OEM in the region. And to do this we’re 

willing to invest, develop and strengthen our po-

sition there. We have experience in the region,” 

he said.

Moreover he sees the way forward by focus-

ing on the region wholly, rather than on specifi c 

countries, because he said the whole region is 

growing proportionally, and that this is why the 

company is trying to build a focused regional 

network to help sales and support.

Cloâtre is a fi rm believer that this year’s 

MEBA will help boost sales. “It is now a major 

show in the region for business aviation and we 

can see the market recovering; there are some 

signs of it actually picking up. So who knows? 

Dassault 
expands Middle 
Eastern presence

Dassault and its iconic brand of Falcon business jets are expanding 

in the Middle East with the recent addition of a second service facil-

ity in the region. Phil Nasskau speaks to Region Sales and Marketing 

Director Renaud Cloâtre.
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Maybe we’ll even sign a few contracts as we 

show off our 7X,” he said.

Elsewhere in the world the company has 

added additional support with a new pricing 

scheme for parts. The scheme consists of its 

High Volume Discount programme for spare 

parts and free shipping on core returns. The 

company said that this is part of a broader ef-

fort to “reward customers and further improve 

the customer service experience”.

The discount programme is based upon a 

customer’s total annual spare parts purchases 

that determine the level of discount to qualify-

ing sales the following year. Dassault said it in-

cludes three new levels of purchase volume and 

each has its own discount. This means operators 

can potentially qualify for higher discounts in 

the next year.

Additionally, any spares purchased in 2009 

are now accommodated under the new discount 

programme. Purchases of Service Bulletin Kits, 

exchange parts, tool rentals, documentation 

and parts purchases through an authorised 

service centre in conjunction with maintenance 

are all applicable towards the total annual eli-

gible purchase volume.

“In a challenging economy, where all flight 

departments are working with smaller budgets, 

we are working with our customers to keep 

their costs low through initiatives,” said Jacques 

Chauvet, Senior Vice President of Worldwide 

Customer Service.

Plus it is now offering free shipping on 

core returns back to parts distribution centres. 

“In addition to a customer’s purchase being 

applied towards a high volume discount, this 

programme benefits the customer in two other 

important ways,” said Chauvet. “The customer 

saves a direct cost on shipping, but perhaps 

even more importantly is that prompt returns 

ensure a fast turnaround time on repairs, and 

ultimately higher parts availability when the 

customer needs a critical item. This is really a 

partnership with our operators that benefits 

everyone involved.”

While in China the company has expanded its 

footprint with not only a new regional office, but 

also an agreement to have an Authorised Service 

Centre, in China, fully operational by Q2 2011 as 

it bolsters is presence in the Asia-Pacific region.

The sales office, located in Beijing, headed by 

Vice President of International Sales Jean-Michel 

Jacob, is a tactical move by the company to help 

capitalise on the rising demand for jets in the 

country. “Firmly establishing Dassault’s presence 

in China today positions us to serve the needs 

of its growing business aviation sector with the 

highest level of support in the years to come,” 

said Jacob. The Beijing office complements 

branches in Hong Kong and Kuala Lumpur.

Shanghai is set to become the next part of 

the service network, Singapore is at present its 

only service facility, with Dassault signing an 

agreement with Shanghai Hawker Pacific Busi-

ness Aviation Centre at Hongqiao International 

Airport. The company expects the facility to be 

fully functional after it receives Part 145 Repair 

Station Certification from both the US and Chi-

nese authorities, which it expects by April 2011. 

The centre will have 40,000ft2 of hangar space 

and an additional 18,000ft2 of workshop and 

office space. Another 200,000ft2 of land has 

been reserved for a second hangar in future 

phases of expansion.

The facility will be authorised to work on the 

current range of production Falcons and will be 

designated as a Line Service Centre with line 

maintenance and A/A+ inspections. It said it 

expects to expand the capabilities to become a 

Major Service Centre able to complete C-Checks 

as the fleet matures.

“Our partnership with Shanghai Hawker Pa-

cific is part of our continual effort to increase 

our footprint of service in this region for Falcon 

operators,” said Chauvet. “The benefit will be 

felt by local and transient operators alike, as the 

use of business aviation in this dynamic region 

continues to grow.” Meanwhile, the company 

said it expects to announce a Beijing-based 

service centre by the end of 2010. 

“The Shanghai Hawker Pacific facility has 

an infrastructure capable of sustainable growth 

which gives Dassault an advantage as we plan 

to increase our support capabilities in this re-

gion in step with fleet growth,” said Dean An-

derson, Director of Dassault’s Authorised Serv-

ice Centre Network in the Western Hemisphere.

Dassault plans to house more than $2 mil-

lion in spares, tooling and equipment at the 

facility by the end of this year. By the time the 

doors open, it said there will be eight people 

dedicated to serving Falcon operators, includ-

ing a director of maintenance, a quality assur-

ance manager as well as staff dedicated to 

parts and planning.

A dedicated 7X technician will provide 

GoTeam support from Hawker Pacific, in Singa-

pore (its other Authorised Service Centre). Das-

sault said GoTeam can be dispatched on very 

short notice to an aircraft in an AOG situation 

and is fully capable of returning an aircraft to 

service via sign-off from Hawker Pacific’s Singa-

pore Repair Station certificate. 

“In a challenging economy, where all flight departments 
are working with smaller budgets, we are working with our 

customers to keep their costs low through initiatives” (Chauvet)
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CHARTER OPERATOR:  ROYAL JET

 “E
verything we do revolves 

around the customer,” states 

O’Hare emphatically. Safety 

has to be a given in any air-

craft operations and then 

comes services – and these 

have to be customer-centric, he insists.

Of course Royal Jet is synonymous with BBJ 

operations – owning and operating the largest 

BBJ fleet in the world. It owns six BBJs, two of 

which have just emerged from refurbishment. 

Then there are two owned mid-range Gulfstream 

300s and a managed long-range Gulfstream 

IVSP. Also managed are a Lineage 1000 on be-

half of the Al Habtoor Group and a Learjet 60. 

“We are very much a global operator,” 

states O’Hare. This, he explains, has been a 

major plank of Royal Jets’ strategy. Previously 

the operator was very UAE-oriented with local 

dignitaries populating the large part of the 

company’s customer base. Today, as a conse-

quence of phenomenal growth with O’Hare at 

the helm, Royal Jet has emerged as an operator 

that is still highly suitable for moving high level        

delegations around the world; but today these 

delegations are less inclined to be local and 

royal and more likely to have an international 

flavour about them with corporates and com-

mercial clients filling the order book.

Then there is medevac at which Royal Jet 

excels. Over 1,000 missions have been success-

fully completed with the assistance of Royal 

Jet’s specialist medical flight team of medics. 

The service is available to any individual, cor-

porate or government entity that has a patient 

in need of immediate transfer to any regional 

or international destination by BBJ, Gulfstream, 

Lineage or Learjet.

To grow the business further, O’Hare has 

widened Royal Jet’s reach and opened a base 

in Saudi Arabia where one BBJ is now based. 

All this adds to Royal Jets’ global reputation for 

operations in niche markets.

Of course the Middle East market is core to 

Royal Jet’s strategy. “A key objective is our lead-

ing brand status,” says O’Hare. But the Middle 

East market is still maturing with a lot of new 

entrants, a lot of optimism and high ambitions 

Leading by 
Royal example
Shane O’Hare is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Royal Jet, the award winning Abu Dhabi 

based operator of mostly BBJ and Gulfstream large cabin aircraft. He was brought on board to under-

take the flight services provider’s next stage of development. Jo Murray finds out what that means
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for a region with a relatively small fleet but the 

potential for mass operations. To some extent 

we are still watching to see who the region’s 

business aviation leaders will be but Royal Jet 

has been put firmly at the head of the pack, not 

least through its status as the World’s Leading 

Private Jet Charter, the Business Jet Provider of 

the Year and the Middle East’s Leading Private 

Jet Charter.

Then there are the Middle East’s neighbour-

ing regions that excite O’Hare. “The Indian sub-

continent has long-term potential,” he points 

out. “And so does Kazakhstan and North Africa.” 

China, of course, is on everyone’s radar but infra-

structure and airspace issues mean China’s busi-

ness aviation market grows very slowly for now.

But the Middle East itself is where Royal Jet 

can truly shine and, by providing a high quality 

service, O’Hare says Royal Jet can lead by ex-

ample. And this brings us on to the grey market 

– the rise of which in the Middle East and Russia 

has become a favourite topic during recession. 

O’Hare points out that it really is in Saudi where 

there are concerns about operations outside the 

regulatory framework. “It creates a risk for cus-

tomers and owners of aircraft,” he says. “And 

it has a major impact on price.” He points out 

that the regulatory authorities are endeavour-

ing to reduce customers’ exposure to the grey 

market which is partially why Royal Jet was in-

vited to set up a base in Saudi – that is to set 

an example.

“The Indian sub-continent has long-term potential. 
And so does Kazakhstan and North Africa” (O’Hare)

As to the future, O’Hare says: “Any business, to 

stay alive, has to rigorously question its status quo.” 

His Excellency Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mubarak 

Al Nahyan, who serves as a Minister in the UAE 

Federal Cabinet as well as Chairman of Royal 

Jet, along with the Royal Jet board, have taken 

up this challenge.

Over the last 12 months, Royal Jet has start-

ed a highly successful brokerage operation. The 

BBJ refurbishment programmes have produced 

state of the art interiors, the medevac business 

continues to swell, Royal jet has developed a 

very sophisticated pricing model and the Abu 

Dhabi FBO has been the subject of investment. 

The icing on the cake? A new award as the 

World’s Leading Private Jet Charter 2010. 

Also managed are a Lineage 1000 on behalf of the
Al Habtoor Group and a Learjet 60. 
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And so does Kazakhstan and North Africa” (O’Hare)

As to the future, O’Hare says: “Any business, to 

stay alive, has to rigorously question its status quo.” 

His Excellency Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mubarak 

Al Nahyan, who serves as a Minister in the UAE 

Federal Cabinet as well as Chairman of Royal 

Jet, along with the Royal Jet board, have taken 

up this challenge.

Over the last 12 months, Royal Jet has start-

ed a highly successful brokerage operation. The 

BBJ refurbishment programmes have produced 

state of the art interiors, the medevac business 

continues to swell, Royal jet has developed a 

very sophisticated pricing model and the Abu 

Dhabi FBO has been the subject of investment. 

The icing on the cake? A new award as the 

World’s Leading Private Jet Charter 2010. 

Also managed are a Lineage 1000 on behalf of the
Al Habtoor Group and a Learjet 60. 
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 B 
ased at Qatar Airways’ hub at 

Doha International Airport, the 

venture already had a recently 

delivered Bombardier Challenger 

300 eight-seat aircraft with plans 

for the imminent delivery of two 

new Bombardier Challenger 605 aircraft, fea-

turing 11 seats, capable of being able to fl y 

non-stop up to 4,000nm, reaching destinations 

throughout Europe, Africa and Asia. Both air-

craft feature seats that recline into fully berth-

able sleeping compartments, for optimum pas-

senger comfort.

The venture seemed well timed but what 

were the overall reasons for setting up Qatar Ex-

ecutive? Qatar Airways’ Chief executive Offi cer, 

Akbar Al Baker, responds: “Qatar Executive was 

created to capitalise on the growing demand for 

independent corporate travel which was, and 

remains, a highly underserved market. Qatar Air-

ways had identifi ed a huge gap in the market 

and is now well on the way to fi lling that void. 

“We have been responding to the sustained 

regional demand to have private jets available 

to our corporate customers. Our passengers are 

paying a premium to fl y our scheduled services 

and there is demand for greater fl exibility to 

travel on private charter fl ights at their leisure 

or for business. This is a market segment that 

we are keen to develop ever since entering this 

sector last year.”

He continues: “The fi gures speak for them-

selves. Statistics from the Centre for Asia Pa-

cifi c Aviation show that the corporate market 

in the Middle East has grown at an average of 

13% each year since 2000. Forecast growth is 

expected to be 15-20% through to 2012. The 

region’s corporate travel market is estimated to 

be worth between US$500 million and US$700 

million a year. 

“With an industry focus shifting towards low 

cost carriers, the premium top end of the market 

is being left open. It is a niche market with a 

proven track record of growth in this region, and 

one that we believe can be developed with the 

right approach.”

This expectation certainly seems to be sat-

isfi ed and it was no great surprise that at this 

year’s Farnborough Air Show Qatar Airways an-

nounced it had purchased two Bombardier Glo-

bal 5000, 13-seat aircraft in a deal worth US$90 

Qatar Airways is one of the fastest growing international airlines operating one of the youngest fl eets 

in the world. From its hub in Doha, the airline has developed a global network of destinations. In 2009, 

Qatar Airways chose the Paris Air Show to launch its new corporate jet subsidiary, Qatar Executive, as 

part of the airline’s ongoing global growth strategy and commitment to the Middle East business travel 

community. Don Parry reports

Qatar Executive:
a growing presence
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million, as part of plans to develop its corporate 

jet subsidiary further. The new business jets were 

scheduled for delivery in October 2010 and Au-

gust 2011; the first one arrived on schedule and 

reached Doha at the end of October.

Akbar Al Baker emphasises that as Qatar Ex-

ecutive increases its aircraft fleet, so too will it 

hire more pilots, more crew members and more 

ground staff to manage the business. The cor-

porate jet division has people from around the 

world, all employed by the Qatar Airways Group.

Currently, the four corporate jets in the fleet 

have a range of up to 10 hours non-stop from 

the Doha base. The company’s geographical po-

sition in the heart of the Gulf allows it to offer 

a unique proposition to corporate customers, 

flying to different continents as far as Europe, 

Africa and Asia, all non-stop from Qatar. How-

ever, customers anywhere in the world can book 

Qatar Executive corporate jets to fly from wher-

ever they want to any destination.

Akbar Al Baker is keen to stress that Qatar 

Executive has enjoyed excellent utilisation of its 

corporate jets. The aircraft have been booked to 

travel to destinations as far afield as China, Rus-

sia, Africa, Middle East and the US. “In fact, our 

longest non-stop flight to date has been 8 hours 

17 minutes from Almaty to Milan. With our new 

Global 5000 joining the fleet, the range can 

stretch to as much as 10 hours, so we do look 

forward to some exciting further itineraries jour-

neys for our corporate customers”, he says.

So is the aircraft maintenance unit separate 

from that of Qatar Airways? “Qatar Executive 

has a maintenance unit at Doha International 

Airport for its aircraft,” responds Akbar Al Baker. 

“At the end of 2010, it will have a dedicated 

hangar that will also allow for third party work, 

offering maintenance facilities to other opera-

tors in the region.”

In recent years, it has been an often-repeat-

ed comment that the Middle East has been 

recession proof. This was slightly dented when 

Dubai’s property bubble burst, so have the eco-

nomic problems of the West impacted market 

expectations for Qatar Executive?

“Not at all,” says Akbar Al Baker. “In fact, 

the downturn in economies across the world 

has actually presented many opportunities for 

Qatar Executive. Industry body IATA maintains 

that the aviation industry across the whole of 

the Middle East remains robust, while rest of 

the world has lagged behind with slow recovery 

in passenger numbers. Qatar Airways has been 

able to capitalise on its reputation as an award-

winning five-star carrier by attaching the same 

philosophies of exceptional service and innova-

tion to its corporate charter jet subsidiary. 

“This has helped the airline become recog-

nised among its peers as one of the best carriers 

“The downturn in economies across the world has actually
 presented many opportunities for Qatar Executive” (Akbar Al Baker)

in the world, and will go a long way to ensuring 

the success of the relatively new corporate jet 

business. Individual wealth within the GCC re-

gion is expected to grow by over 50% during the 

2008-2012 period, from US$2.1 trillion to around 

US$3.8 trillion. The State of Qatar itself has the 

highest GDP per capita in the world, so companies 

and individuals in the region are not short of mon-

ey. Our corporate jet offering is available to those 

with disposable income and there are many in this 

region who prefer to travel on private charters as 

opposed to commercial scheduled airlines.”

When Qatar Executive was announced, it 

was claimed that the corporate traveller could 

book an aircraft in as little as four hours before 

departure and check-in 10 minutes prior to take-

off. Has this been achieved in practice?

“Yes,” says Akbar Al Baker. ”I am pleased to 

say that we have achieved bookings to take off 

in as little as two hours for a recent flight from 

Doha to Geneva. This demonstrates how fast we 

are able to turnaround a booking and ensure a 

speedy service. We normally set ourselves four 

hours as a minimum time for a booking with 10 

minutes check-in. At Doha International Airport, 

we are able to achieve these quick times as we 

have dedicated facilities for our passengers and 

we manage the airport. With the full support of 

the parent airline Qatar Airways, we are able to 

provide rapid turnarounds at our home base.”

The company’s mantra is that passengers 

with Qatar Executive fly in a “class of your own”. 

It is early days but the fleet is building, certainly 

parental backing is there and the Middle East, 

by all accounts, promises golden opportunities 

for operators in, and into, the region. 

Qatar Executive’s Challenger 605
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 T
he rebranding is the latest in 

a series of investments Delta 

has made in its private charter 

operation this year. In January, 

Delta Private Jets doubled the 

size of its fleet with the acqui-

sition of Kinston, NC-based Segrave Aviation, 

a jet charter and jet management company, 

and an innovator in online booking and flight 

management technology. In June, Delta Private 

Jets introduced the Air Elite Card, which offers 

high-value customers several exclusive benefits, 

including the ability to book on-demand private 

jet service and commercial flights in a single call 

using a pre-paid Air Elite account. Throughout 

the year, the company added nine of the most 

popular aircraft to its fleet – two Learjet 31A, 

three Beechjet 400A light jets, one Learjet 60, 

one Citation Excel, and two Citation X super-

midsize jets. We find out what else is going on.

EVA Is the rebranding designed to tie the private 

jet operation closer to the airline? Is it simply a 

better name or is there significant strategic think-

ing behind it?   

JS Yes on both counts. Delta Private Jets is a 

better name because it more clearly commu-

nicates what we do, and yes, the rebranding 

is designed to align the private jet operation 

closer to the airline. We want customers to 

see Delta Private Jets as an integrated part of 

Delta’s overall offerings to its best customers. 

Very few people fly private jets exclusively – 

they sometimes fly commercial and they some-

times fly private. Delta is uniquely positioned 

to offer these customers a seamless, quality air 

travel experience with unmatched flexibility 

and rewards.  

EVA What does Segrave Aviation bring to the 

table? Is it being fully integrated into the Delta 

Private Jets operation or does it operate as a 

stand-alone subsidiary? Other than instant 

growth, does it also bring other skill sets such 

as repair services and other charter products?   

 

JS Since the acquisition in January of this 

year, Segrave Aviation is fully integrated into 

Delta Private Jets. The combination brings 

together two of the most highly capable 

teams in private aviation. The acquisition did 

more than increase the size of the fleet – it 

combined Delta’s award-winning customer 

service and experience in the private jet and 

jet card market with Segrave’s leadership  

in information technology, online flight man-

agement and charter operations. It has truly 

been a partnership that built upon strengths.

EVA Growth has also come from Delta Private 

Jets itself with the extra Learjets, Beechjets 

and Citations added to your management pro-

gramme. Is this as a result of aircraft owners 

seeking more efficient ways of managing their 

assets or as a consequence of you actively seek-

ing out specific aircraft types to cater to particu-

lar parts of the private charter market?

Delta Private Jets:
leveraging a brand

Delta Air Lines, Inc has announced that its wholly owned private jet subsidiary, Delta Air Elite, will now 

operate under the new brand of Delta Private Jets. The rebranding, says the airline, demonstrates 

Delta’s continued investment in and commitment to the private jet business. Executive & VIP Aviation 

International (EVA) speaks to Jim Segrave (JS), President, Delta Private Jets

Jim Segrave
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JS We’ve had a surge in inquiries from aircraft 

owners over the last two years. It just makes sense 

because they can reduce their operating expenses 

without impacting their own use by putting the 

plane on a charter certifi cate with us when they’re 

not fl ying. We are very selective about the aircraft 

we add – it has to be a type that will attract char-

ter revenue. We explore all opportunities to create 

a mutual benefi t to both partners and aircraft 

owner but the fact is that we turn down more op-

portunities than we accept.

 

EVA Is a diversifi ed fl eet the answer to success-

ful private charter operations? Can you operate 

a more streamlined fl eet in terms of the number 

of aircraft types and still satisfy the market? 

Does a diversifi ed fl eet simply tie in with charter 

customer demand in a way that a two-type fl eet, 

for example, cannot?   

 

JS We believe a diversifi ed fl eet is important to 

a successful private charter operation. Having a 

large, diverse pool of desirable aircraft enables 

us to better meet a range of customer needs at 

a competitive cost.

 

EVA Do you still own four aircraft and is aircraft 

ownership part of your strategy going forward?  

 

JS We have 43 aircraft on our charter operat-

ing certifi cate and access to hundreds more 

through our network of approved charter opera-

tors. We own a number of those aircraft. While 

ownership is still part of our strategy, we believe 

aircraft management currently represents a bet-

ter path for adding to our fl eet. 

 

EVA A year ago, Delta AirElite told us that air-

craft owners and fractional owners as well as 

fl ight departments have famously been review-

ing their need to own aircraft, which has had 

a positive impact on well positioned charter 

operations like yours. One year on, does that 

dynamic still apply or are we moving into a new 

phase of the market?   

 

JS The shift we saw a year ago has accelerated and 

we have benefi ted from it. There is always going to 

be a segment of the market that prefers fractional 

ownership, but the growth is in jet cards and char-

ter. Private jet users like the fl exibility and the lower 

level of commitment, and many past and current 

fractional jet owners are going that route.

EVA Are your products still evolving or are they 

now crystallised? 

  

JS We’re always looking for ways to improve our 

customer experience, even though our award-win-

ning service indicates we’ve been doing a good 

job of that. We think we now offer the best jet card 

package in the industry, but we will look for ways 

to enhance it. We’ve now made it easy for custom-

ers to get a guaranteed quote for a charter trip on 

our website, and we continue to look for ways to 

make that experience even better. 

 

EVA In which ways does the airline’s strategy 

dovetail with that of the private charter busi-

ness in terms of routes/locations, hubs, IT ini-

tiatives, frequent fl yer programmes, etc?   

 

JS We are adding tremendous value through the 

integration of Delta Private Jets and Delta Air 

“Having a large, diverse pool of desirable aircraft enables
 us to better meet a range of customer needs

at a competitive cost” (Segrave)

Lines. Probably the best example is in how we 

have created/introduced our Air Elite Jet Card. 

To mention just of few of the benefi ts related to 

the integration, cardholders now receive:

fl ights when booked in conjunction with a 

Delta Private Jets fl ight segment.

plimentary Premium Class Delta tickets upon 

purchase or renewal of the Air Elite Jet Card.

Club membership, mileage bonuses and un-

limited complimentary upgrades.

ice and Sky Priority benefi ts on Delta Air Lines 

fl ights that include priority check-in, boarding 

and, expedited security and baggage service.

jet or airline service on a trip-by-trip basis.

You can see how the private charter operation 

and commercial travel businesses complement 

each other nicely. 

CRS helps to synchronize 
your flight department. 

Nose to tail parts support, 
we provide solutions that 
keep your team unified to 
maximize flight time and 
minimize down time.  

From the cockpit to the hangar...



CHARTER BROKER:  AIR PARTNER

Partnering 
in on air charter
“This is an important year for us,” says Air Partner’s Director of Private Jets David Macdonald. Air Partner, 

one of the world’s leading charter providers, is approaching its 50th anniversary, having experienced 

signifi cant restructuring on the back of what has been a diffi cult market over the past two years. Today, 

Air Partner, is very much forward facing and experience has given it plenty of insights into the new 

shape of the business aviation market. Jo Murray speaks to him
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 “O
f course, 50 years ago 

the world was a different 

place,” says Macdonald. 

In fact, for Air Partner the 

same could be said of two 

years ago when it was also 

a business aircraft operator. But this part of its 

business, which it ventured into in 2006, was 

closed in March this year to enable the group to 

concentrate on its core business expertise. This 

centres on its aircraft broking business supply-

ing passenger and freight charters, and its pri-

vate JetCard membership scheme, to industry, 

governments, corporates and high net worth 

clients worldwide.

Air Partner pioneered private aviation brok-

ing in the UK. It is a business that is so much 

more complex than simply matching demand 

with supply. The secret of charter broking suc-

cess, says Macdonald, is the provision of inde-

pendent advice.

“This has allowed us to go from being a 

small operation to a much larger organisation 

altogether. It relieves us of the shackles of being 

tied to particular aircraft types, particular indus-

try sectors and particular geographies,” he says. 

Air Partner has experienced significant growth 

through expanding internationally. In fact it 

now has 20 international sales offices – and has 

proved there is a big broking market outside the 

UK. Expansion is under way in Russia and is be-

ing eyed in Latin America and Asia under the 

stewardship of new Chief Executive Officer Mark 

Briffa (former Chief Operating Officer) who took 

the reins earlier this year.

“Beyond the geographic expansion, we have 

continued to diversify. We have built a very 

large freight charter broking operation. We 

have a very large flight operations service, Air 

Planner, that emerged from our in-house flight 

ops experience and provides flight planning and 

overflight services to third parties. We have also 

diversified into offering fuel supplies worldwide 

and the uptake has been extremely good.” Air 

Partner has historically been a customer of the 

charter operators (hiring aircraft on behalf of 

Air Partner’s own clients) but now, in many cas-

es, the broker is not just the customer but also 

the supplier of services to the operators too. 

When it comes to the business aviation 

part of the group, Air Partner has seen its cli-

ent base shift from initially 90% business to a 

70/30 business/leisure split today. The launch 

of Air Partner’s JetCard six years ago has been 

instrumental in making private travel more ac-

cessible and transparent, importantly offering 

guaranteed aircraft availability at fixed prices. 

“A lot of that has gone hand-in-hand with our 

JetCard product launched specifically to provide 

fractional owners or other card members an al-

ternative to existing providers in Europe,” says 

Macdonald. “It has been extremely successful 

for us because we offer a personal flexible serv-

ice and the widest range of aircraft. JetCard is 

now available in six categories in UK/Europe 

and is the only jet card to offer VLJs such as 

the Cessna Citation Mustang and Citation CJ1.

Macdonald points out that many customers 

are now using private aircraft to go skiing, for 

their summer holidays and for all other types 

of leisure travel. He maintains this is due more 

to accessibility than affordability. “Before, 

people may have looked at aircraft charter 

and viewed it as a big, complicated industry, 

with lots of aircraft choice, lots of providers; 

they may have had difficulty in determining 

whether good value was being had. Many peo-

ple were reluctant to get into private aviation 

because of the lack of transparency in pricing 

in our industry,” he says. “With our JetCard we 

show pricing on our website and in our mem-

bership agreements so that the client can see 

exactly what rate they are getting – and that it 

is a market tested price.”

Macdonald says that the role of a broker 

like Air Partner (he prefers to call Air Partner 

a charter provider), is to deliver comfort to the 

customer in that they know they are paying the 

right price for the right aircraft. This is how a 

broker adds value. But before there is pricing 

comes safety – and it is also the role of the bro-

ker to ensure that only the best quality equip-

ment flies its clients.

“Safety has to be a given. Those who char-

ter a jet should not even have to think about 

safety,” says Macdonald. “There are people out 

there offering unlicensed aircraft. There has al-

ways been a grey market but, during the reces-

sion, this has actually become bigger because 

there are so many aircraft owners who cannot 

sell their jets. So they put them out on the 

charter market, unlicensed. The most important 

thing for someone who wishes to charter an air-

craft is to be sure that the aircraft is being fully 

commercially operated with insurance for com-

mercial use. That is the first and most important 

level of protection we provide to our clients.”

Of course, the grey market does not pertain 

to particular aircraft types or even to particular 

regions, but some markets – especially Russia, 

for example – are black spots for the offer for 

hire of unlicensed and uninsured aircraft.

“We have our own in-house quality proce-

dures; we have our own quality management 

teams. In America we only use Wyvern-approved 

or Argus Gold approved carriers. In Europe there 

is less demand for such accreditation services 

but there are fewer operators and the standards 

are generally monitored extremely well and we 

do our own monitoring too.”

As a former aircraft management company, 

Macdonald says Air Partner has the utmost re-

spect for companies in this sector. “It showed us 

how difficult aircraft management is and how 

hard a lot of our suppliers are working to stay in 

business,” he comments, adding that for a bro-

ker to have its own aircraft on tap is nice but it 

is not de rigueur. 

“When the market is hot and there is high 

demand, more aircraft come to the market, 

more suppliers emerge and the industry re-

sponds quite quickly to the demand. There is 

a lot of capacity in the supply base to meet 

peaks of demand. We have had a JetCard now 

for nearly six years and this guarantees clients 

the availability of aircraft at 24 hours’ notice 

in Europe and in North America, and we have 

never had a problem fulfilling that.”

He points out that the European market for 

air charter has been replenished nicely over the 

last five years, especially during the height of the 

“There has always been a grey market but, during the
 recession, this has actually become bigger because there are so 

many aircraft owners who cannot sell their jets” (Macdonald)
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mar-

k e t 

dur ing 

2 0 0 5 -

2008. As 

the market 

recovers in 

the wake of the 

current economic 

downturn, Macdon-

ald says that a good 

broker will continue to 

have a good supply base 

with a plethora of appro-

priate and modern aircraft 

to offer. “That is when it will be 

especially good to have independent advice,” 

he says.

Just ahead of the forthcoming MEBA Show 

in Dubai, Air Partner launched its Middle East 

JetCard and a third service area to its card 

scheme. The launch of the new 25 hour Air 

Partner Middle East JetCard follows last year’s 

successful introduction of the company’s Euro-

pean and Continental US service area cards to 

GCC-originating travellers flying within these 

continents. The Middle East JetCard is aimed at 

local business and leisure travellers wishing to 

fly within their home region (many have already 

purchased one of Air Partner’s other jet cards) 

and at overseas visitors to the Middle East (in-

cluding European and US JetCard holders) who 

need or want to undertake multi-centre trips. 

Countries in the service area are Cyprus, Egypt, 

Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Kingdom of Bahrain, Leba-

non, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, 

United Arab Emirates and Yemen. Additionally, 

the card includes the special destinations of 

Tehran and Esfahan in Iran, and Kabul in Af-

ghanistan, for flights to or from the Middle East 

service area.

Earlier this year, Air Partner announced 

it had formed a partnership with 

MENA Aerospace Enterprises to 

grow its private jet charter 

business in Bahrain, Ku-

wait and Saudi Arabia. 

MENA Aerospace 

Enterprises’ char-

ter brokerage 

unit, MAE 

Jet Char-

ters Company WLL, is 

now the exclusive sales channel for 

Air Partner in these regions, having been ap-

pointed general sales agent in July.

Russia has also become extremely important 

for private aviation. “However, it is still evolv-

ing,” says Macdonald. “There are still very few 

aircraft on the Russian register. This means that 

people wanting to fly within Russia have to be 

very careful about what they are chartering. We 

have traditionally had a lot of inbound flights 

to Russia from big name corporations and there 

has been a resurgence of that as the west is in-

vesting in Russia once again. I also see Russian 

clients who are looking for quality supply – they 

are now realising that the cheapest option is 

not always the best or safest option.”

For the US market, Air Partner has also an-

nounced a strategic alliance with CitationAir. 

Through this newly-formed alliance, Air Partner 

will look after CitationAir’s jet card customers 

flying privately in Europe and the Middle East. 

CitationAir clients can access Air Partner’s Jet-

Card service at a fixed, all-inclusive price with 

guaranteed aircraft availability on a trip-by-trip 

basis. Also, the alliance means that CitationAir 

is Air Partner’s preferred private jet supplier for 

its JetCard clients travelling in North America. 

Under the agreement, Air Partner JetCard cus-

tomers now have guaranteed access to a young 

fleet of 80 Cessna aircraft when travelling with-

in CitationAir’s North American service area. 

Commenting on market recovery, Macdon-

ald says: “In our broking and JetCard business 

we have been pleasantly surprised because we 

did not see a collapse in our private jet business. 

People cut back a little and flew a little less, but 

very few people stopped flying altogether. The 

aviation companies affected most by the reces-

sion were those selling aircraft and fractional 

shares. Fractional ownership has stalled in Eu-

rope, mainly because it is so inflexible.”

He concludes: “What we’re offering is a 

flexible service: ad hoc charter and cards. We 

sell the right products to the right people so 

that they do not want to bail out. Flexibility has 

value. Nobody knows what is around the corner 

economically.” 

“We sell the right products to the right 
people so that they do not want 

to bail out. Flexibility has value” (Macdonald)

David Macdonald



the people on the ground who keep you in the air

Air BP. The fuel supplier  
that never sleeps.
Dedicated Air BP teams around the globe work 24/7 to meet your needs. So wherever and whenever you land within  
our network, it’s good to know Air BP. For further information on Air BP’s Sterling Card contact: +44 845 082 1701,  
e-mail sterling@bp.com. Air BP Out of Hours Service +971 50 4536032, e-mail airbpoutofhours@bp.com

www.airbp.com
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Air Partner PLC
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +97 1429 968 66

Fax: +97 1429 968 77

Email: dubai@airpartner.com

Web: www.airpartner.com 

Air Partner PLC, established in 1961, is one of 

the world’s largest corporate aircraft charter 

companies with over 20 offices worldwide, 

spanning Europe, North America, the Middle 

East and Asia. The Group’s Air Planner divi-

sion supplies a complete outsourced flight 

operations service for passenger and freight 

flights worldwide. The Air Planner division 

also offers a comprehensive, one-stop shop. 

All services are JAR-OPS 1 compliant: flight 

planning, landing and over-flight permits, 

weather and NOTAM briefings, handling 

co-ordination, airport co-ordination, flight-

following and fuel.

Amiri Flight
Abu Dhabi

Tel: +9712 575 7777

Web: www.amiriflight.org.ae

Amiri Flight is the exclusive air carrier of 

Abu Dhabi’s ruling family. The government-

owned airline operates six aircraft and 

owns 50% of Royal Jet, a charter airline 

that offers transportation for private, busi-

ness, emergency and medical flights. Amiri 

Flight is developing a VIP Maintenance 

Center with Lufthansa, which will provide 

FBO services, fuelling, ground handling, line 

maintenance and refurbishment for VIP and 

executive aircraft.

Arab Wings
Jordan

Suhair Nino

Head of Handling & In-Flight Services Manager

Cell: +962-796000867

Email: handling@arabwings.com.jo

Email: suhairnino@arabwings.com.jo 

Web: www.arabwings.com.jo

Established in 1975, Arab Wings is an inde-

pendent entity, owned by the International 

Wings Group. Arab Wings offers a range of 

handling services, including refuelling and 

maintenance services on the ground.

ARABASCO
Saudi Arabia

Tel: +966 2 684 6900

Fax: +966 2 685 5374

Email: info@arabasco.com

Web: www.arabasco.aero

Contact: Emad Ghobar

Tel: +966 50 467 6389

Email: emad.ghobar@arabasco.com

ARABASCO has been in business for 28 years, 

with four activities in the general aviation seg-

ment:  ground handling, aircraft maintenance, 

aircraft management and aircraft fuelling. 

ARABASCO is an FBO with membership of 

IATA and NBAA. The company has locations 

at Jeddah, Riyadh, Medina and Yanbu.

ASE – Aero Services Egypt
Member of ASE Group of Cos

Cairo, Egypt

Tel: +20 2 22 67 00 08

Fax: +20 2 22 67 29 29

Email: marketing@aseegypt.aero

Web: www.asegrp.aero

With more than 20 years of experience as 

a ground services provider, ASE – Egypt is a 

designated airline representative performing 

passenger handling, ramp supervision services 

and all other related aviation services. ASE – 

Egypt holds the following certifications: IATA 

AHM804 “System for Performance Measure-

ment of Service Delivery Standards” certified 

since 2002; and ISO Certified by TÜV Rhein-

land (for  ISO 9001: 2008 for Quality Man-

agement System; ISO 14001: 2004 for Envi-

ronmental Management System; and OHSAS 

18001:2007 for Occupational Health & Safety 

Management System). ASE – Egypt is also an 

ISAGO registered company at Cairo Headquar-

ters, Cairo Airport Station, Hurghada Airport 

Station, Sharm El Sheikh Airport Station and 

Luxor Airport Station. Aero Services Egypt is a 

Member of ASE Group Egypt, Morocco & UAE.

Aventura Air Center
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia

Tel: +973 17 325 900

Fax: +973 17 325 969

Email: info@Aventuraaircenter.com

Web: www.aventuraaircenter.com

A wholly owned entity of Bexair Group, Aven-

tura Air Center has been approved by the Civil 

Aviation Authorities of the Kingdom of Bahrain 

to undertake the operation of Bexair FBO in 

Bahrain. Aventura Air Center will run the FBO, 

including aircraft handling and fuelling at Bah-

rain. Bexair will remain a charter company.

Aviation Services Management 
(ASM)
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 299 4260 Ops Hours: 24hrs

Fax: +971 4 299 4261

Email: dxb@asm.services.aero

Web: www.asm.services.aero

ASM was established in 1998 in the UK and ven-

tured into the UAE, operating an aviation services 

network for Middle East, Africa, CIS, Europe and 

US. ASM provides services that are rendered in ac-

cordance with IATA regulations, by trained and 

experienced staff, directly or indirectly by ASM 

worldwide, including ramp handling services.

AvJet Routing
Sharjah, UAE

Tel: +971 6 557 4755

Fax: +971 6 557 4766

Email: tss@avjetrouting.com

Web: www.avjetrouting.com

AvJet Routing
Khartoum, Sudan

Contact: Osman Haj Ali

Tel: +249 (912) 301266

Fax: +249 (183) 562846

Cell: +249 (912) 312715

Email: krt@avjetrouting.com (Operations)

Email: sudan@avjetrouting.com (Admin)

Email: tss@avjetrouting.com (24/7 Dispatch)

Web: www.avjetrouting.com

AvJet Routing, headquartered in Sharjah, 

United Arab Emirates, provides a 24/7 service, 

including route planning, ground handling serv-

ices, fuel services and other flight services. AvJet 

Routing also provides full FBO assistance at all 

Sudanese airports.

Bexair
Muharraq, Kingdom of Bahrain

Tel: +973-17 325 961/962

Middle East FBO directory
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Fax: +973-17 325 969

Email: operations@bexair.com

Web: www.bexair.com

Aircraft and passenger handling at Bahrain 

International is available through Aventura Air 

Center, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Bexair 

Group. A full range of ground handling services 

is offered for executive aircraft and passengers 

arriving and departing the Kingdom of Bahrain, 

including: aircraft and passenger handling, park-

ing, refuelling, cleaning and catering.

Cedar Jet Center   
Middle East Airlines Ground Handling – MEAG

Beirut, Lebanon

Contact: Randa Kammoun

Email: cedarjetcenter@meag.com.lb

Tel: +961 1 622142/3

Cell: + 961 3 385001

Fax: +961-1-622145

Web: www.cedarjetcenter.com

Cedar Jet Center is part of Middle East Air-

lines Ground Handling (MEAG). It is focused 

on providing the business and general avia-

tion industry with a full range of services. 

It is based at the General Aviation Terminal 

at Beirut Rafic Hariri International Airport 

and occupies the largest VIP passenger 

and crew lounge. Cedar Jet Center (FBO) 

offers services and facilities to private and 

executive aircraft owners and operators. 

The company is an ISAGO provider and 

offers: 24hrs/365day quick turnarounds; 

the handling of aircraft up to a 747; com-

plete line services; the use of towbarless 

tractors and other specialised ramp equip-

ment; fuel company liaison; hangarage and 

parking; cabin cleaning; aircraft washing; 

EASA part 145 airframe checks on Airbus 

types; maintenance services for A319CJ, 

BBJ, Cessna CE-510 Mustang and Hawker 

H800/850/900XP aircraft.

ExecuJet Aviation Group
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 601 6300

Fax: +971 4 299 7818

Email: enquiries@execujet-me.com

Tel: +971 4 601 6400 (24 hrs)

Email: fbo.omdb@execujet-me.com

Web: www.execujet.net

ExecuJet has a worldwide network of six FBOs 

and established its base in Dubai, UAE, in 

1999. ExecuJet can provide passenger han-

dling, line and base maintenance, aircraft 

ramp and hangar parking, good quality de-

pendable ground support equipment, NO-

TAMS, weather, landing permits, as well as 

fuel supply.
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Executive Aircraft Services (EAS)
Beirut, Lebanon 

Tel: +961 1-628260/2

Fax: +961 1-628261

Email: ops@fly-executive.com

Web: www.fly-executive.com

With a fleet seven aircraft under its manage-

ment, including one Hawker 800XPi for char-

ter, Executive Aircraft Services positions itself 

as a leading FBO in Beirut. Furthermore, EAS’ 

highly professional and modern ground han-

dling operation services the greater part of the 

business aviation community transiting in and 

out of Beirut, which has in the past few years 

became a significant hub for private aviation. 

With the acquisition of an AMO certificate by 

the Lebanese Civil Aviation, a state of the art 

hangar with a team of certified technicians 

complete the list of services and solutions of-

fered by EAS out of Rafic Hariri International 

Airport’s General Aviation Terminal. 

First Aero Services
Damascus, Syria

Tel: +963 11 311 2711/12

Cell: +963 944 501678

Fax: +963 11 311 2713

Email: ops@fas-aero.com

Web: www.fas-aero.com

First Aero Services provides ground han-

dling services and fuelling at all of the air-

ports in Syria.

Golden Falcon Aviation
Kuwait

Tel: +965 24610000 ext 22463-65

Fax: +965 24613103

Email: admin@gfaviation.com

Web: www.gfaviation.com

Golden Falcon Aviation provides efficient 

ground handling services for cargo and pas-

senger flights at Kuwait International Airport 

(civil and military). Services offered are tai-

lored to customer requirements and comprise 

catering to full ground support.

Hadid International Services
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 299 7777

Fax: +971 4 299 7700

Email: uae@hadid.aero

Web: www.hadid.aero

Hadid International Services was founded 

in 1981. It has set up a network of handling 

agents which provide a high level of ground 

handling services to meet specific needs and 

demands. These handling services include the 

arrangement of all equipment necessary, even 

if flights are of a special nature.

Some of the ground services provided are: 

ramp handling, passenger handling, cargo 

and baggage services, and catering. It is lo-

cated at Damascus, Dubai, Hamburg, London, 

San Francisco, Tehran, Algiers, Moscow and 

Benghazi.

Jet Aviation Dubai
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 299 4464

Fax: +971 4 299 4484

Email: jdxb@jetaviation.ae

Web: www.jetaviation.com/dubai

Jet Aviation Dubai opened its maintenance 

and FBO operation in 2005 and is located 

at Dubai International Airport. The company 

provides scheduled and unscheduled main-

tenance, FBO services, aircraft washing and 

hangarage. The facility is an approved repair 

station by the FAA (#U8JY426Y), Bermuda 

DCA, Cayman CAA, Pakistan CAA, Saudi Ara-

bia PCA and UAE GCAA. Jet Aviation Dubai is 

an authorised service centre to provide main-

tenance and warranty support by Boeing for 

the BBJ, Gulfstream for the GIV and GV series, 

Dassault for the Falcon 900 and 2000 series 

and Hawker Beechcraft for the Hawker 800 

series. Jet Aviation is a wholly owned subsidi-

ary of General Dynamics. 

Jet Aviation also has FBOs at the following 

Middle East locations: Dubai, UAE; Jeddah, 

Saudi Arabia; and Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

JETEX Aviation
Marfaa, Beirut, Lebanon

Tel: +961-1-971651

Fax: +961-1-971652

Email: info@jetexaviation.com 

Web: www.jetexaviation.com

Jetline Technics can offer a maintenance mon-

itoring programme in order to manage, plan 

and organise all maintenance related matters. 

It can also perform certain maintenance ac-

tions according to its JAR 145 approvals. The 

scope of its approvals include: A1 line main-

tenance for the Falcon 900, 727-200VIP and 

BAC1-11.

JETEX Flight Support 
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 212 4000

Fax: +971 4 212 4999

Email: fltops@jetex.aero

Web: www.jetex.aero

JETEX Flight Support offers access to FBOs 

and handling services.

LAT – Lebanese Air Transport
Beirut, Lebanon

Tel: +961 01 834619

Fax: +961 01 834650

Web: www.lat.com.lb

LAT offers FBO services for private and execu-

tive aircraft.

Moonjet Flight Support  
UAE

Sharjah International Airport 

Tel: +971 6 557 13 72

Direct: +971 5 613 16 500

Fax: +44 20 7117 3069

Email: Ops@moonjet.aero

Web: www.moonjet.aero

Moonjet Flight Support is headquartered 
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in Sharjah, UAE, with branch offices in 

the UK and Germany, providing all flight 

types with permissions, ground handling 

services and slot arrangements along with 

flight planning advice, computerised flight 

plans and updated NOTAMS. The compa-

ny’s booking department is able to arrange 

hotel and transport accommodation for 

crew and VIP passengers. MoonJet’s opera-

tions centre offers comprehensive support 

around the clock, seven days a week, each 

day of the year.

Palm Aviation
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 299 3100

Fax: +971 4 299 3200

Email: FLTOPS@palmaviation.aero

Web: www.palmaviation.aero 

Palm Aviation offers, through its 24 hour 

operations centre, the following services on 

a worldwide basis: global over flight and 

landing permits; ground handling services; 

client representation, coordination and sup-

port; fuel uplift; slot time allocation; and 

computerised flight plans, weather, charts 

and NOTAMS.

Rizon Jet 
Doha, State of Qatar

Tel: +974 4499 1862

Fax: +974 4499 1861

Email: enquiries@rizonjet.com

Web: www.rizonjet.com

Located at Doha International Airport, Rizon’s 

state-of-the-art facility boasts a total area of 

over 13,000ft2. There is office accommoda-

tion and its own hangar area. Rizon offer a 

private ramp and VIP passenger lounges. The 

company says it can cater for the individual 

needs of each passenger with a diverse range 

of ground services.

Royal Aviation Kuwait/Mercury 
Air Group 
Kuwait

Customer Services Centre

Tel: + 965-24379095/96

Cell: + 965-65645103

Fax: +965-24379128

Email: kwicsr@royal-aviation.com.kw

Web: royalaviationkuwait.com

Royal Aviation Kuwait is an FBO at Kuwait In-

ternational Airport offering FBO and ground 

handling support in association with Mercury 

Air Group. Services available include: refuel-

ling, aircraft handling, baggage handling, ca-

tering services and interior/exterior cleaning 

Royal Jet
Abu Dhabi, UAE

Tel: +971 2 575 7000

Fax: +971 2 575 5222

Email: sales@royaljetgroup.com
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Royal Jet is an FBO located at Abu Dhabi 

International Airport. Royal Jet’s FBO is lo-

cated at the heart of Middle East private 

aviation and is therefore well positioned for 

technical stopovers for flights between Eu-

rope and Asia and the Far East. The compa-

ny offers a full range of services including: 

refuelling, catering, aircraft interior clean-

ing and dressing. The FBO also offers line 

maintenance, including defect rectification 

on selected aircraft, carried out by licensed 

engineers.

Safi Airways 
Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9714 295 1040

Email: info@safiairways.aero

Web: www.safiairways.aero

Safi Airways is an international passenger air-

line operating scheduled flights from Dubai 

to Kabul, Jeddah, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Lon-

don, Paris, Moscow and Delhi. It also offers 

FBO and jet services at Kabul International 

Airport.

Sky Aviation Services
Sharjah , UAE

Tel: +971 6 5575511

Fax: +971 6 55 75522

Email: ops@skyas.aero

Web: www.skyas.aero

Sky Aviation Services offers worldwide trip 

support services. It is based in the UAE with 

divisions in Syria and Qatar. Services include: 

worldwide clearance; worldwide ground han-

dling arrangements; worldwide fuelling serv-

ices; charter arrangements for VIPs; ambu-

lance and cargo operations; sales of business 

aircraft parts and ground support equipment. 

Sky Aviation Services offers an around the 

clock (365/24/7) service to accommodate 

flight requirements. 

Skyplan FZC
Sharjah, UAE 

Tel: +971 (6) 557-8711

Fax: +971 (6) 557-8722

Email: opsuae@skyplan.com

Web: www.skyplan.com

Skyplan International is a global company 

incorporated in Canada in 1985. It provides 

flight operations support services to the 

aviation industry. Skyplan’s UAE office pro-

vides local access to all of Skyplan's serv-

ices, including: web-based flight planning, 

contract flight dispatch, over flight and 

landing permissions, ground handling and 

contract jet fuel.

Spot Air
Cairo, Egypt

Tel: +202-22668840/50

Fax: +202-22667100

Email: info@flyspotair.com

Technical support: maintenence@flyspotair.com

Spot Air offers a range of handling activities 

including arranging handling for passengers 

and ramp operations (commercial flights, VIP 

flights and cargo flights) worldwide at all 

Egyptian airports. It also offers technical sup-

port and is able to supply spare parts for any 

type of aircraft and AOG services. Spot Air can 

offer full maintenance support, including: line 

maintenance, heavy base maintenance, C&D 

checks as well as overhaul for engines, APUs, 

avionics, electrics, wheels and brakes.

Tiger Aviation Services
Cairo, Egypt

Tel: +2 02 22675547

Fax: +2 02 22678220

Email: ops@tiger-aviation.net

Web: www.tiger-aviation.net

Tiger Aviation Services (TAS) provides aircraft 

ground handling services at Egyptian airports 

as well as global flight support. With over 

20 years of experience, TAS has served many 

chartered, scheduled, private, cargo and spe-

cial flights, and has always enjoyed a repu-

tation of an efficient handler. TAS is able to 

assist with ramp supervision, passenger and 

crew handling, airline representation, fuelling 

services, obtaining traffic rights and other 

functions.

United Aviation Services (UAS) 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

Tel: 971 4-299-6633, 971 4-293-6600

Fax: 971 4-299-6777

Email: groundops@uas-hdq.ae

Web: www.uas-hdq.ae

United Aviation Services (UAS) is a lead-

ing 24/7 international trip support service 

provider. It is able to obtain over-flight and 

landing permits at short notice, and can 

set up ground handling and fuel arrange-

ments on credit for all countries around 

the world. Offices are located in Dubai, 

Qatar, Syria, Mali, along with the rest of its 

global network. 

Z-Aviation Services
Cairo, Egypt

Tel: (Operations) +20 (0)2 2268 7914

Tel: +20 (0)2 2268 7915

Cell: +20 (0)124 785 912

Fax: (Operations) +20 (0)2 2268 7908

Web: www.zasair.com

Z-Aviation Services (ZAS) was established in 

1976. ZAS Emirates was formed in 1995 and 

ZAS Sudan in 2006; both companies serve 

the international airports in their regions. ZAS 

provides aviation services for private, charter 

and airline customers. The range of services 

include: ground handling, landing and over-

flight permits.
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EVA How have you made sure that during the 

down cycle you positioned yourself correctly for the 

up cycle in terms of aircraft/engine populations 

(according to type), geographic locations and the 

correct skillsets/training? What does StandardAero 

do to understand the future market?

ST In 2009 we focused heavily on analysing 

the market volumes by aircraft type/region, cus-

tomer needs and decision-making processes, and 

the competitive landscape by aircraft type and 

region. One real key to our success is understand-

ing the basic fact that during a down cycle, it is 

exactly the WRONG time to cut where the cus-

tomer will feel service degradation in any way. 

Many companies will cut cost in down cycles 

and the easy place to cut is in the area of sales, 

customer service and other “non-production” ar-

eas. This is why customers tend to feel service or 

responsiveness degradation during market down 

turns. We did the opposite and invested in cus-

tomer experience and it has paid off nicely. 

We have created focus around very specific 

aircraft types to target so that we have nose 

to tail capability and also use this to drive our 

training, tooling spend, etc, to ensure we’re the 

best at the aircraft we are targeting.

To understand the future market we work 

with the OEMs, forecasters in the market and 

with customers to understand flying hours, air-

craft sales/distribution and technology trends to 

ensure we’re ahead of the market in planning.

EVA With business aviation so service oriented, 

to what extent have you invested in the logistics 

and teams to get components and services to 

where they need to be?

ST We work closely with the OEMs and ensure 

that we have the right inventory at the right lev-

els to meet the service requirements. We have 

built a mobile service team (MST) network that 

is specifically targeted to aircraft populations so 

that we’re “in their back yard” and ready to sup-

port immediately. We have added four teams in 

2010 and will add three more in 2011 for a to-

tal of 16 teams throughout North America. We 

get outstanding feedback from our customers 

on our MST team support.

StandardAero: 
staying ahead 
of the market
Scott Taylor (ST), Senior Vice President Business Aviation at 

StandardAero says the company will continue to stay abreast of the 

technology exhibited on newer aircraft. “It is ALL about understanding 

the customers, their mission and how we can support them,” he tells 

Executive & VIP Aviation International (EVA)

ENGINEERING:  STANDARDAERO

Scott Taylor

Falcon maintenance

PW600 testing
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EVA How have you innovated in terms of deliv-

ering packaged services to the business aviation 

community that take into account the low us-

age levels and yet the high expectations of the 

business aviation customer?

ST We have teams at each facility set up by air-

craft types or “crews”. Our strategy, as mentioned 

earlier, focuses on aircraft types. Our TotalCare™ 

program is specifically oriented toward packag-

ing services by aircraft type so that we can fully 

support the customer in the execution of their 

mission. By trying not to be “all things to all cus-

tomers” we focus on target platforms and not on 

others, thus ensuring we do get the volume to 

sustain an effective and efficient team that deliv-

ers perfect service every time.

EVA Large cabin interior completions appear 

to have been somewhat insulated from the 

downturn by long lead times. Please can you 

comment on StandardAero’s experience of this 

side of its business over the last three years and 

whether long lead times continue to character-

ise this part of the business?

ST Our VIP completions business run out of As-

sociated Air Center (AAC) in Dallas has really not 

experienced the effects of the down turn that we 

had seen in our Business Aviation Sector over the 

last couple of years. Business has been particularly 

strong out of AAC in 2010 as we have substantially 

improved our operational performance there. Our 

turn around times have improved significantly over 

the last 18 months and we are now achieving best 

in industry performance. There is still a lot of pent 

up demand though in the industry and completion 

capacity has actually expanded with new comple-

tion centers continuing to come on line. The most 

notable effect has been the reduction in slot depos-

its that we saw in the industry a couple of years ago. 

We do anticipate capacity tightening up though as 

we enter into 2011 with several wide body projects 

coming out of the OEMs at the end of that year. 

EVA Is an aircraft serviced by StandardAero an 

aircraft that enjoys some protection in terms of 

aircraft values?

ST We work as an authorised service center for 

several airframe OEMs. This gives the buyer of an 

aircraft the confidence that we comply with the 

OEM requirements. However, because of our leg-

acy of being Garrett Aviation, we have worked on 

aircraft for over 50 years and have deep under-

standing and experience with aircraft for which 

we are not currently authorised. Some OEMs have 

decided to eliminate their authorised network in 

favour of doing the work in-house. However, cus-

tomers recognise where the experience exists and 

where they get treated the best and once the air-

craft is out of warranty, they’ll go where they feel 

most comfortable (experience and service levels). 

The marketplace recognises StandardAero as an 

MRO with the highest quality work and therefore 

aircraft value is certainly maintained when it has 

been serviced by our shops.

EVA Having grown through acquisition and 

merger is StandardAero now the right size and 

shape for the business aviation market going for-

ward or is building a business like yours ongoing?

ST We continuously look at our capabilities and 

footprint to assess how we can best serve the 

market. Obviously you can’t be everywhere in 

the world but you can establish partnerships 

with other quality and like-minded companies 

to put together a network of capabilities that is 

responsive to market needs. We will always be 

looking at ways to expand our service offering 

and that can come organically, through acquisi-

tion and through partnerships.

EVA How are you accommodating the growth 

in the international market given your US base? 

ST We are currently partnering with world-

class companies to bring our greatest 

strengths together with their strengths to offer 

the global market outstanding services.

EVA With the Middle East and BRIC countries 

still showing so much promise, what does your 

analysis tell you that you need to put in place 

to accommodate the characteristics of these 

markets?

ST We are starting with partnerships and will 

evaluate the need for acquisition or organic de-

velopment of in-country capability based on a 

variety of criteria to include growth rate, ease of 

doing business, where customers from the spe-

cific country want to take their aircraft for MRO, 

and other considerations.

EVA What does a truly balanced future-facing 

StandardAero look like? 

ST We are focused on providing full service on 

specific platforms in specific regions. As was an-

nounced at NBAA, an example of this is estab-

lishing line service capability for PW307, 308, 

305 engines because we have the airframe 

authorisations and capabilities for the Falcon 

7X, Falcon 2000EX and Learjet 60. This gives 

the operators of those aircraft the confidence 

in StandardAero to provide TotalCare™ for their 

aircraft or “one-stop-shop” service capability 

thus reducing risk, downtime and greater effi-

ciency for the flight department in managing 

their aircraft. We will continue to stay abreast 

of the technology coming out on newer aircraft 

to ensure our capabilities match our customer 

needs for service….it is ALL about understand-

ing the customers, their mission and how we 

can support them…..we get it. 

ENGINEERING:  STANDARDAERO

“Our VIP completions business run out of Associated Air Center 
(AAC) in Dallas has really not experienced the effects of the down 

turn that we had seen in our Business Aviation Sector” (Taylor)

ACJ completion
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 T
he broking market has never 

been so colourful. True it is 

fraught with frustration, but it 

is also the home of opportunity, 

the likes of which we rarely see 

in aviation circles.

The downturn has delivered a new type of 

equilibrium populated by a new breed of air-

craft buyer that has never owned an aircraft 

before – or indeed ever thought they would – 

but recession has brought with it its own type 

of democracy which throws up the opportunity 

to buy an aircraft, especially a pre-owned age-

ing aircraft, for a much more diverse slice of the 

world’s population.

Of course diversity brings with it different 

behaviours, different expectations and varying 

access to fi nance. As a result, values have been 

pushed increasingly lower and, although the 

question of copious excess inventory is starting 

to be addressed, the truth is that the prevailing 

high volumes of inventory refuse to go down 

signifi cantly. All this makes it a very exciting 

time for the broking market.

That is why JetBrokers Europe has set up 

shop. It was launched in September 2009 with 

offi ces in the UK and Switzerland and now a 

Berlin offi ce has been established, headed by 

Ilaria Cicchetti, to cover the German and Italian 

markets. The European operation complements 

the trading history of big sister company, Jet-

Brokers Inc. of St Louis, Missouri, and mirrors 

the raison d’etre of its American counterpart: 

to broker deals in the pre-owned aircraft market 

and to keep clients coming back for more.

JetBrokers Europe is headed by Tim Barber, 

Managing Director. The company has recently 

relocated to new offi ces at Farnborough Airport 

in the UK. Brendan Lodge has been appointed 

Business Development Director and John Sirett 

is the Company Secretary.

But what really sets a broker apart is full 

understanding of the market, the equipment it 

is trading and access to experts that can assist 

in the setting of true market values (based on 

willingness to pay), real fi nance (based on the 

availability of real cash) and a complete under-

standing of the private aviation market, its foi-

bles and its characteristics.

A recent lunch hosted by JetBrokers Europe 

and attended by Paul Walsingham, UK Man-

ager – Aviation, SG Equipment Finance, set out 

JetBrokers Europe’s shop front and exhibited 

the layers of expertise within the business and 

also those from outside on which it draws.

This young brokerage has a range of turbo 

props and jets available but like many other 

brokerages has a number of lower end aircraft 

Bargain hunting has character-

ised the pre-owned aircraft market 

in recent months. Buyers may well 

have started to return to the mar-

ket but they are largely focused 

on bottom-dollar purchasing in-

volving copious haggling and 

even then deals are in danger of 

collapse if the fi nances are not se-

curely in place. We fi nd out wheth-

er this is the bottom of the mar-

ket, whether there new depths to 

plumb and what is even saleable

AIRCRAFT TRADING:  JETBROKERS

A very exciting 
time for the 

broking market
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closed based on very little research. Borrowers 

held all the cards and were not afraid to trade 

on their reputations. It was very much an envi-

ronment where high net worth individuals could 

borrow money secretly. But recession has brought 

change and “taking punts” is no longer possible. 

Another change is the number of air finance 

banks that are truly in the market. Walsingham 

points out that we are probably down to only five 

or six banks in Europe that are properly active in 

this market – whereas this number might have 

been closer to 30 banks at the top of the market. 

But Lodge points out it is important to distin-

guish between asset finance banks – who look 

at the deal purely as an asset financing – and 

private banks who are all about managed funds. 

This type of market really does require the asset 

finance bank approach or else fingers are likely 

to be burned.

Some private banks, he points out, will agree 

to a loan, taking individual’s private assets and 

capital as a guarantee. But unless the aircraft is 

part of a wider financing package incorporating 

larger jets, banks tend to shy away.

Although the structure of deals has gener-

ally not changed very much, the percentage of 

the price being financed has fallen to the 75% 

mark and residual values are now much more 

conservative.

Returning to the assets on the market avail-

able for sale, Barber points out that the tough-

est aircraft to finance are ageing ones – around 

25 years old or more – and the entry level turbo-

props and jets. After all, the cost of an engine 

overhaul on an ageing aircraft can be more 

than the value of the whole aircraft. That is why 

there has been a flurry of activity in terms of 

pre-owned engine trading with plenty of scope 

for innovation.

It is not difficult to envisage the situation 

where two owners get together to make one 

good asset between them at a palatable cost. It 

is also easy to foresee a mass scrappage scheme 

on the horizon as aircraft reach the end of their 

economic lives given the cost of overhaul and 

maintenance of airworthiness standards.

This is, in part, why there is so much in-

terest in the larger end of the market where 

hard-headed business principles tend to be en-

trenched, asset values remain comfortable and 

the future is so much easier to predict. 

is more to do with communication. He says that 

transactions are successful because there is real 

understanding between the bank and the client 

in terms of each others’ expectations.

Speaking generally, Walsingham points 

out that until 2008, banks were keen to grab 

whichever deals they could as long as the as-

set on which the financing was secured was a 

good risk. Today, there is a whole lot more due 

diligence to perform beyond the quality of the 

asset. And, he reminds us, it is imperative that 

the client asks all the right questions about the 

bank’s appetite, experience and processes. A 

clear set of terms issued early in discussions is 

very beneficial for both parties

Also, let us not forget that banks will be 

lending more sparingly generally because high-

er global minimum capital standards are being 

set. At its September 12, 2010 meeting, the 

Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision, 

the oversight body of the Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision, announced a substantial 

strengthening of existing capital requirements. 

These capital reforms, together with the intro-

duction of a global liquidity standard, will be 

presented to the Seoul G20 leaders summit in 

November 2010. 

The Committee’s package of reforms will 

increase the minimum common equity require-

ment from 2% to 4.5%. In addition, banks will 

be required to hold a capital conservation buff-

er of 2.5% to withstand future periods of stress, 

bringing the total common equity requirements 

to 7%. This reinforces the stronger definition of 

capital agreed by Governors and Heads of Su-

pervision in July and the higher capital require-

ments for trading, derivative and securitisation 

activities to be introduced at the end of 2011. 

“This will create a consistency that we have 

not seen in the market before,” points out Wal-

singham. “It will create a more stable market. 

We will have to drill down to make sure we truly 

understand the deal.”

He continues: “Banks also need to be more 

open about their expectations and realistic with 

the client about deal delivery and likely terms. 

Customers in this sector have been used to get-

ting finance freely based on reputation and this 

is no longer the case.”

This is a point taken up by Lodge. He says 

that, historically in this sector, lots of deals were 

– turboprops and early Citations available. 

However they are seeing a good level of activ-

ity in the heavy jet market, particularly in the 

“off market” sector. Of course the mid to heavy 

jet market is seeing much more interest of late 

with a reduced inventory in this area. Also no-

table is the increased market activity in Europe 

as opposed to the US market. Then there is the 

weaker euro to consider which has resulted in 

a price increase of 15-20% (given that aircraft 

are generally traded in US dollars) for European 

buyers who do not hold dollar assets..

Barber says closing deals at the lower end of 

the market in Europe is all about being flexible, 

being willing to negotiate and compromising 

on pricing and conditions of sale.  He cites as an 

example the fact that there is enough Citation 

II inventory on the market for the next 2.5 years 

with 143 of these aircraft on the open market, 

representing more than 20% of the global ac-

tive stock – more than twice the levels seen in a 

healthy market.

Commenting on CJ2 sales, JetBrokers Europe 

points out that these are well behind 2009 lev-

els and, although prices have picked up, sales 

are taking longer to complete. For turboprops, 

prices have bottomed out and sales inventory 

has remained steady throughout the year.

In the mid-weight sector, JetBrokers Europe 

points out that there are currently 13 Hawker 

850XPs  on the market, with 10 sold so far this 

year and pricing still showing a gradual decline. 

However, an increase in the number of Challeng-

er 604s on the market has seen prices diminish 

over the last year and, with 46 still on the mar-

ket, this is not likely to change any time soon.

In terms of heavy metal, as noted above, 

there is a whole new story to tell. The European 

market is far more active than the US. There are 

just 14 Gulfstream G550s available to purchase 

(which will spend an average of 154 days on 

the market) for which prices have risen in 2010. 

The Global XRS also remains popular, with an 

average of only 93 days on the market

All this is what makes the pre-owned broking 

market so vibrant. Sweeping comments are use-

less given the specific dynamics of each sale, but 

one thing is for sure – regardless of aircraft type 

– getting the finance in place is a major hurdle. 

And this, says Walsingham at SG, is not because 

the purse strings have been tied at his bank; it 

AIRCRAFT TRADING:  JETBROKERS

“Customers in this sector have been used to 
getting finance freely based on reputation 

and this is no longer the case” (Walsingham)
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NetJets Europe: 
cautiously optimistic 
There is plenty going on at NetJets Europe. There is a new management team, a 10 year planning 

exercise and the new shape of the future operation to conjure with. In addition, there are the knock-

on effects of the bold moves being made by the US operation to consider; that is the acquisition of 

up to 125 new Embraer Phenom 300 aircraft. Emily Williams, Sales Director, NetJets Europe, explains 

to Jo Murray

FRACTIONALS AND C ARDS:  NETJETS EUROPE
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 N
etJets Europe is not a homog-

enous operation like the US op-

eration. It tackles eight diverse 

markets, each with its own fla-

vour. From the UK & Ireland, to 

France, Switzerland, Germany, 

Italy and Spain to Russia as well as Central Eu-

rope & the Balkans – NetJets Europe engages 

with numerous cultures which consistently de-

mand high levels of service from their private 

jet providers – be they fractional share or flight 

hour suppliers. The markets have not changed as 

a result of recession; it is simply the case that a 

better organised, better honed and more finely 

tuned NetJets Europe approaches each market as 

a niche rather than a generalised region.

“We use an acquisition/retention sales 

structure,” explains Williams. “Our acquisition 

focussed sales team are focused either on the 

Jet Card or the fractional ownership programme. 

Our retention team looks after our existing cus-

tomers to make sure we are serving them well 

and to monitor their accounts to make sure they 

are in the right programmes and have enough 

hours to meet their requirements.” On top of all 

this there are support and research teams.

The approach to markets may have been 

reengineered somewhat but there is no getting 

away from the fact that the last two years have 

been crippling for fractional companies. “It has 

undoubtedly been a tough couple of years for 

anyone in any business and aviation is certainly 

no exception,” concedes Williams. “But NetJets 

Europe is feeling cautiously optimistic about 

the outlook. We have taken a long hard look at 

our business, we have very strong foundations 

and, most importantly, the value to our custom-

ers hasn’t changed at all.”

She continues: “In September 2010 we had 

the best new-business sales month – more new 

customers and a larger number of hours – that 

we have had since July 2007. And anecdotally 

we hear from our customers that it is still OK for 

them to fly and they are starting to fly more and 

more. Businesses are in an acquisitive mode. 

They want to get out on the road and do the 

right deals at the right time.”

In fact the trend has been upwards through-

out the year. In the first half of the year, flying 

at NetJets Europe was up 5% across all prod-

ucts, a figure that was depressed by the ash 

cloud and could otherwise have risen as high as 

a 12%. “We are definitely seeing positive signs 

in the market,” she adds.

Of course the big news – and this has come 

from NetJets Inc (NetJets Europe’s sister com-

pany) – is that up to 125 Phenom 300s will join 

the fleet (that is a firm order for 50 aircraft with 

an option for a further 75). 

Flying may be up and optimism may be ris-

ing, but NetJets’ prime area of business is the 

sale of fractional shares and with the banks reti-

cent to lend on whole aircraft let alone fraction-

als, what can NetJets Europe do to facilitate the 

placing of its products in the market?

Williams responds: “NetJets is a very con-

sultative business with both our prospects and 

our customers. We offer lots of different options 

to meet both financial and flying needs.” She 

refers to the plethora of aircraft types, the mul-

titude of programmes (right down to 15 hours 

on a Jet Card programme) and the new 1/32nd 

share – which equates to 25 flying hours a year 

with only a three year commitment. It is not so 

much the case the NetJets can facilitate lend-

ing but that the company tailors its products 

to what its market can afford; and that means 

making fractional shares smaller.

“We offer a lease product as well,” she adds. 

“This is an operating lease so that we hold the as-

set and the user pays a rental. It comprises a five 

year commitment from NetJets to the customer 

and the customer commits to us for three years 

with an option to exit with only 90 days’ notice.”

Other financial mechanisms offered to cus-

tomers are often tailored to specific markets. 

“For our Russian customers we have launched 

a 30 hour product. They told us they needed a 

mix of mid-size aircraft and large cabin aircraft 

so we put that product out on the market.”

Just as a fractional provider might have ben-

efited from the shift down from whole aircraft 

ownership to fractional, it stands to reason that 

fractional owners have also shifted down to the 

flexibility of Jet Cards and ad hoc charter. Has 

Williams seen that scenario evolve at NetJets? 

“We actually had the same number of customers 

at the end of 2009 as we did at the beginning 

but we were down in terms of the number of fly-

ing hours. We worked with every individual cus-

tomer to make sure they had what they wanted. 

While we saw customers reduce their sharehold-

ing with NetJets, we did not see customers walk-

ing away,” she says, reminding us that the bulk of 

customers are fractional owners.

“We saw a few of them move down into the 

card products in consultation with us but we did 

not see that many people go to ad hoc charter,” 

she comments, pointing to NetJets’ high levels 

of safety and service as customer retention 

mechanisms.

At present, NetJets has completed its 10 

year planning process across the European 

and US operations. Looking forward, in terms 

of fleet, Williams says: “We will always put our 

customers at the centre of what type of aircraft 

we have on board. We will always have a light 

jet category. The mid-size category is an impor-

tant category for us. We’ll look to answer a need 

for perhaps a super mid-size along the way and, 

obviously, the large cabin and the long range 

will always be part of the NetJets Europe fleet.”

With the corporate market regaining mo-

mentum – 70% of NetJets Europe’s customer 

base is of the corporate variety – and NetJets 

still making bold moves in an otherwise con-

servative market for aircraft orders, cautious 

optimism from Williams and her team sounds 

about right. 

“We have taken a long hard look at our business, 
we have very strong foundations and, most importantly,

 the value to our customers hasn’t changed at all” (Williams)
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 T
he clean bright lines of the 

lounges, meeting rooms and 

pilots’ quarters mask some very 

strategic thinking by two highly 

experienced business aviation 

players: ExecuJet and Advanced 

Air Support. The freshly unveiled FBO is the re-

sult of a partnership approach to investment, 

branding and service provision. It forms the 

third FBO in ExecuJet’s European network and 

its seventh worldwide – so far.

It all started with a visit by Cédric Migeon, 

Managing Director of ExecuJet Europe, to Le 

Bourget in search of his next FBO project. Of 

course, Le Bourget continues to be the most 

active business aviation airport in Europe and 

boasts a selection of FBOs; seven in fact. Per-

haps this – along with the opportunity to part-

ner – are at the bottom of Migeon’s decision to 

work with Advanced Air Support. 

He explains that, having met with the Ad-

vanced Air Support team, it became immedi-

ately obvious to him that ExecuJet should pur-

sue a joint venture with this service provider. 

“All in all they have the right customer services 

mindset,” he points out. Not only this, but Ad-

vanced Air Support also owns the lease on the 

Le Bourget site.

Further, Advanced Air Support is part of the 

Jet Services Group which has so much to offer 

through its five separate entities. First, there 

is Advanced Air Support with whom the part-

nership agreement has been concluded, Then, 

there is Uni Air Entreprise (at Le Bourget and 

Toulouse-Blagnac) – a Part 145 maintenance 

service centre for Hawker Beechcraft, Falcon, 

Citation and Piaggio aircraft. Next, there is 

Aerovision at Toulouse-Blagnac which manag-

es a seven-strong aircraft fleet and provides air 

to air filming services; and Camo Air Support 

in the same location. Finally, the Jet Services 

Group comprises B.C.A. (Business and Com-

La vie en rose
ExecuJet’s new FBO at Le Bourget, Paris, is very easy on the eye. It also sets a very high standard in terms 

of service delivery. Jo Murray visited this very graceful and highly aesthetic FBO

Niall Olver Cédric Migeon
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muter Airport), based at Lyon-Bron Airport, 

which supports Beechcraft and Cessna Cita-

tion aircraft.

The synergies between ExecuJet and Ad-

vanced Air Support are plain to see, but so also 

is ExecuJet’s attraction to operating at Le Bour-

get. After all, this business aviation only airport 

enjoys 80 departures a day from a site that 

plays host to 75 business aviation companies. 

So what does Migeon believe is at the very 

crux of the partnership? “Advanced’s local 

knowledge,” he responds. Of course ExecuJet 

brings the international dimension to the equa-

tion. After all, ExecuJet is not only active in six 

regions – Asia, Australia, Europe, Latin America, 

the Middle East and South Africa – it also oper-

ates a diverse portfolio of businesses, including 

pre-owned and new aircraft sales, aircraft man-

agement, aircraft charter, aircraft maintenance, 

completion management and, of course, FBOs. 

There are 150 business jets under ExecuJet’s 

management, all seeking services and support 

to keep them flying. 

The Le Bourget FBO will be staffed by a team 

of 28, making it one of ExecuJet’s largest FBOs. 

Aircraft maintenance will be provided by Uni 

Air, which itself is being expanded at Le Bourget 

in a €2.5 million investment programme, and is 

located a short walk from the new FBO.

The FBO itself offers 28,000m2 private 

aircraft parking space. It has its own de-icing 

truck which delivers a competitive advantage. 

And this will be important when Le Bourget’s 

seven FBOs are all jostling for business. Howev-

er, Niall Olver, Chief Executive Officer, ExecuJet 

Aviation Group, insists there will be plenty of 

business to go around at this very active busi-

ness aviation airport.

And let’s face it, this is an excellent time to 

invest. So far, €1 million has been invested in 

the FBO. It is the oldest FBO in Paris and has al-

ready clocked up significant history. From 1992, 

this was the Aero Services Handling facility 

which was taken over by Advanced Air Support 

in August 2009. Of course, the ExecuJet brand 

has now been stamped on the project, jointly 

with the one of Advance Air Support.

Looking forward, ExecuJet is seeking fur-

ther FBO investment opportunities in Western 

Europe. Partnerships – like the one at Le Bour-

get– are possible but access to airports is the 

secret to successful FBO operations, rather the 

exact business model ExecuJet uses to bring its 

services to market, confirms Olver.

As for Asia, the Singapore operation is 

planned as the ExecuJet Asia headquarters and 

Beijing will head up future Chinese operations. 

Returning to Europe, Olver says that the FBO 

business is the most profitable and stable part 

of ExecuJet’s business, hence the interest in fu-

ture expansion.

So what is the secret of success in delivering 

services to this highly fractured industry? “High 

customer service, first class facilities and strate-

gic locations,” responds Migeon. 

The synergies between ExecuJet and Advanced Air 
Support are plain to see, but so also is 

ExecuJet’s attraction to operating at Le Bourget

FBO facts: ExecuJet and Advanced Air Support at Le Bourget
Private entrance

Aircraft parked 20m from the hangar door

Attractive 1920s listed building

Totally refurbished; tasteful design

Two VIP lounges

Pilots’ lounge

Meeting room – seats 12

4,000m2 hangar with new floor and hangar door

Storage rooms, rest rooms and washrooms

Four operators permanently based here

30 aircraft permanently based here

So far €1 million has been invested in the FBO
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 I
n a typically robust presentation, Patrick 

Margetson-Rushmore, Chief Executive Of-

ficer of London Executive Aviation (LEA), 

offered the thoughts of an operator. Light 

jets can certainly offer commercial oppor-

tunities for charter operators but you need 

to understand your target market, fly the jets in a 

mixed fleet and be an economic realist, he said. 

LEA currently operates seven Cessna Cita-

tion Mustangs, within an overall fleet that in-

cludes mid-size, super mid-size and large-cabin 

aircraft. The company is also adding the Em-

braer Phenom 100 light jet to its charter fleet. 

He went on to note: “A fleet of light jets 

alone will be particularly vulnerable to uncon-

trollable variables, such as interest rates, main-

tenance costs, exchange rates and fuel pricing, 

minor fluctuations in which could have a major 

effect on the low-margin strategy of the busi-

ness. And a customer’s needs may change from 

one day to the next. How can you offer a per-

sonal service and maintain a long-term relation-

ship with a customer, if you cannot meet those 

changing needs through a diverse fleet? 

“Dependable customer service relies on op-

erating a sustainable business model. Putting 

all of your eggs in one basket, flying a fleet of 

light jets alone, would be a very brave decision. 

“Light jet charter operators cannot expect 

an easy life of low costs and high profits. We 

have seen ups, downs and failures in the mar-

ket, from the start-ups to the established play-

ers. But well-managed and hard-working charter 

operators can undoubtedly turn light jets into 

a commercial success, as part of a mixed over-

all fleet. People will remain cost-conscious even 

when we can finally put the recession behind us 

and then light jets could really start to thrive”.

There was a time, not so long ago when 

popular opinion suggested a sky growing “black 

with VLJs”. This is not going to happen but in-

tegration of light jets into controlled airspace 

is still a major consideration. Alex Hendriks, 

Principal Advisor to the Principal Director ATM, 

Eurocontrol, is an established speaker at this fo-

rum and has always taken a sympathetic view 

of the light jet fraternity.

He briefed on the VLJ Integration Platform 

(VIP) initiative by Eurocontrol, including exten-

sive industry consultation related to the impact 

on ATC of growing amounts of light jets and 

very light jets during 2007 through to 2009. 

VIP concluded that, based on a controller “tool-

box” it developed, no adverse ATC capacity is-

sues are to be expected from large numbers of 

VLJs. However, discussions related to avionic fit 

(eg TCAS II) and pilot training are still open.

More importantly, Hendriks made the point 

that, by 2030, Europe’s existing airports could 

have a capacity shortfall equivalent to around 

6,500 flights per day and that as many as 50% 

of all flights could face delays as a consequence. 

Perhaps this is where light jets will enjoy a 

distinct advantage. New generation light jets 

will be able to avoid much of this congestion, 

Light jets gather 
at Oxford, UK
The Very Light Jets Europe conference is now the Light Jets Europe conference, the change of name 

reflecting the greater maturity of the market and evolving technology. Don Parry was there

Patrick Margetson-Rushmore

REPORT:  L IGHT JETS
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thanks to their ability to use their technology 

to implement performance-based navigation 

tools, such as VNAV approaches, enabling them 

to use smaller airports with an otherwise inad-

equate, ground-based navigation infrastructure.

The market for light jet sales was covered by 

Oliver Stone of Business Air International. He 

began by asking “what is the light jet fleet in 

Europe”. The answer, apparently, by manufac-

turer, is: Citation, 758; Beechcraft, 12; Lear, 82; 

and Embraer, 20.

Future developments will be based on the 

price versus value equation. In the short term 

the situation will be dependent upon OEMs’ 

respective strategy and reaction to any “white 

tail” problems, though there could be difficul-

ties ahead with larger cabin aircraft priced 

similarly to the new units. In the long term, the 

question was posed: “Are the old planes dead?”. 

The answer suggests that demand may not be, 

but values may be. It is a good time to buy, if 

you can convince a bank to fund the project.

As to the future hot sellers, Stone suggested 

that the Mustang and Phenom 100 have creat-

ed a market acceptance and introduced viable, 

new, low cost personal transportation.

Moving on to the role of business airports, 

James Dillon Godfray, Business Development 

Director, London Oxford Airport, said that it 

comes down to supporting regional prosper-

ity. All “regional” airports raise the profile of 

an area but significantly so with “commercial” 

scheduled services of interest to the business 

and leisure traveller. Business aviation alone 

has limited impact but adds a degree of “kudos 

and credibility” to the desirability of the area. 

Businesses like to be close to a regional “busi-

ness” airport though it is necessary to be wary 

of over inflating employment statistics relating 

to business aviation. 

In choosing a base there are certain neces-

sary features, though not all small airfield can 

aspire to the complete range. Initially, the vital 

decision is location, then service offers includ-

ing ramp access, accessibility, airspace, ease of 

use, constraints, capacity, border authority sta-

tus/protocols, pre-notification, runway length, 

lighting, nav aids, fire and rescue cover, hours 

of operation and extension availability. Other 

considerations include cost of residency, fuel 

facilities, maintenance, discretion, anonymity, 

privacy (always important in executive aviation) 

and security of tenure to ensure future airport 

development. 

The speaker made the point that light jets do 

not necessarily mean short runway operation. 

The Mustang needs at least 4,100 ft/1,250m 

landing distance for a “WET” runway with bare 

minimum reserves, whilst the Phenom needs at 

least 4,750 ft/1,372m.

Another popular misconception is that of 

noise and it was emphasised that the Cessna 

Encore generates 58.3dBA at take off, that 

is half as noisy as a Piper PA28 at 68.0dBA, 

both citing US FAA A-weighted 14 CFR Part 

36 @ take-off. This makes the Eclipse 500 sig-

nificantly quieter than virtually any light pis-

ton or turboprop aircraft, with a level of just 

54.9dBA.

In summation, James Dillon Godfray 

stressed: “Stimulating greater business aviation 

use, be that light jets or otherwise, certainly 

contributes to raising the profile of regional 

airport and their perceived value to regional 

economies but not significantly so. A broad mix 

of aviation activities has a far more significant 

boost for the perceived enhancement of region-

al prosperity.” 

“Putting all of your eggs in one basket, 
flying a fleet of light jets alone, would be a 

very brave decision” (Matgetson-Rushmore)

Training: inconsistent standards rear their ugly head
Training has been a major subject of interest from the beginning of the VLJ concept. One answer 

was provided by Capt Peter J Wolfe, Executive Director of PABC (Professional Aviation Board 

of Certification), who suggested that currently there is a problem of inconsistent standards. 

Course content and standards vary widely, ATP/ATPLw (written) testing is not required by all 

programmes, ATP & ATPLw exams are not the same and MPL standards are not yet harmonised 

with ATPLw exams.

Wolfe insisted that it is necessary to establish pre-employment certification of professional 

pilots’ standards, in order to establish proof that a pilot has the knowledge required to enter 

the profession. It is vital to create a common standard for all professional pilot candidates, in 

the form of Global Professional Pilot Certification. Most importantly, Standards & Certification 

must be valid, current, comprehensive, fair, secure and audited. 

Recent US legislation will require all airline pilots have at least 1,500 hours before they can 

fly passengers. This is contested by Robert Barnes of Robert Barnes & Associates who posed the 

question: “Does qualified mean competent, do we need more regulation or simply better training?”

“Better training should be based upon competency, not hours,” said Barnes. Ideally, training 

should be a process of building professionalism through globally recognised pilot training best 

practice, which is the aim and intention of the currently, being created International Association 

of Flight Training Professionals , which is a non-profit organisation dedicated to the identifica-

tion, recognition and timely communication of demonstrable global pilot training best prac-

tices. Barnes emphasised that its members are all flight-training professionals, directly involved 

in the conduct and/or support of pilot training activities.

Citation Mustang

Phenom 100
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 O
rder-wise, Brazilian manu-

facturer Embraer booked a 

massive order with NetJets 

for up to 125 Phenom 300s. 

The deal includes firm orders 

for 50 aircraft and 75 op-

tions, with deliveries set to start in 2013. The 

order equates to a book value of potentially 

more than $1 billion. 

Speaking at the show, NetJets’ Chairman and 

CEO, David Sokol, said: “NetJets is making an in-

vestment in the future, and we continue to be 

guided by our vision to maintain our leadership 

position by delivering extraordinary safety and 

service to our owners.” The Phenoms for NetJets 

also mark the launch of a new variant: The Plati-

num Edition. According to Sokol, the Platinum 

Edition is a “high performance aircraft that is 

ideally suited to our owners’ needs for reliability, 

range, interior comfort and operating efficiency”.

Elsewhere, long-troubled VLJ manufacturer 

Eclipse Aerospace agreed a deal in principle 

with Sikorsky Aircraft to take a minority stake 

in the company, although neither party will 

disclose the value of the deal nor exactly how 

the relationship will work. Eclipse boss, Mason 

Holland, said: “Our agreement with Sikorsky 

establishes a platform for success for Eclipse. 

Sikorsky is the perfect investment partner that 

will deliver the support we need to help stand 

up the product.”

He said that while investment is always 

welcome, the real benefit would be the cus-

tomer support that its new partner could bring 

to the table with its service and support net-

works; not to mention the additional benefit it 

can grab from becoming affiliated with UTC’s 

(Sikorsky’s parent company) buying power. 

However, Eclipse is not yet restarting produc-

tion even though Holland says the financing is 

in place. He said: “Production will begin when 

the market can support it. Now that we can 

service the plane, and parts are not a prob-

lem, people are looking at this airplane again. 

We’re the only plane under $3 million when 

production returns.”

Canadian manufacturer Bombardier used 

this year’s show to announce its new extensions 

to the Global family with the Global 7000 and 

8000, with the former offering a much larger 

cabin than the present aircraft, while the sec-

ond will offer a vast range of up to 7,900nm. 

Wichita-based Cessna announced at the 

show its plans to revamp its flagship Citation 

X. Complete with a rebranding to Citation Ten, 

Cessna boss Jack Pelton insisted that “the Cita-

tion Ten is the fastest production business jet, 

and it will continue to be the fastest production 

business jet.” 

Out on the static display, Gulfstream arrived 

with its fourth G650 – MSN 6004 – featuring the 

first production interior. Gulfstream boasts that 

the interior can be removed and reinstalled with 

just six hand tools. It said that this will help boost 

the completion of scheduled maintenance, and 

that all line replaceable units are designed to 

be changed in 30 minutes. The cabin is not only 

14in wider, but also 2in higher than the G550 

and each passenger seat is an extra 2in wider.

Hawker Beechcraft’s upgrade package for 

the 400XPR was announced at the show and 

comprises a four-phase programme that, ac-

cording to the manufacturer, will dramatically 

improve the engine, wing, avionics and overall 

systems reliability.

The programme offers an increase in per-

formance with new Williams FJ44-4A engines 

rated at 3,600lb thrust and a direct climb to 

FL370 in 12 minutes. Additionally the engine 

change will increase hot and high performance 

and a range increase from 1,333nm to 1,800nm. 

The XPR upgrade also features genuine Hawker 

winglets as well as an optional Rockwell Collins 

ProLine 21 avionics retrofit.

Meanwhile, Florida-based Piper has reinvent-

ed its first jet with the Altaire, a larger, sleeker 

evolution of the single-engined PiperJet that is 

now scalable and directed at the business sec-

tor as well as the owner/operator market. While 

the first aircraft was based on the Meridian tur-

boprop fuselage with a 122cm (48in) spacer, 

the Altaire will feature a circular cross-section 

fuselage that is larger but with the same four-

passenger club seat arrangement, said Randy 

Groom, Piper Executive Vice Pesident. “We think 

that we’re going to be the dominant airframer 

in a new niche,” said Groom. “Not with just a 

small personal jet, but with an aircraft capable 

of being a business jet.” 

Show organisers said that this year the 

convention played host to 1,083 exhibitors, 

a number that topped the exhibitor count 

for 2009. There were 93 aircraft at the static 

display and a 5% increase in attendance over 

2009, up to 24,206 this year. “This year’s con-

vention clearly underscored two facts,” said 

Ed Bolen, President and CEO, NBAA. “First, in 

spite of the challenges confronting business 

aviation in the past two years, people and 

companies are optimistic and forward-looking. 

Second, the convention continues to be a key 

part of that forward-looking vision, serving as 

the premier venue for bringing the industry to-

gether and advancing its interests.” 

Buzzing at NBAA
This year’s NBAA was certainly creating a buzz as the industry expects a pick-up. While relatively qui-

et compared with other years, in terms of orders the show still played host to major developments. 

New aircraft were here, there and everywhere, including a peak at Gulfstream’s G650, Bombardier’s 

brace of new Global jets, Cessna’s revamped Citation Ten, Piper’s revitalised VLJ the Altaire and Hawker 

Beechcraft’s Hawker 400XPR. Phil Nasskau reports
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BUSINESS AVIATION OUTLOOK:  HONEYWELL

 A
ll this talk of gloom will cease 

by 2012, says Honeywell. Re-

covery is gaining traction in 

both the US and Europe but 

the business aviation market 

will no longer be US-centric 

or even Europe-centric; it is going international.

Over the long term, sales will be up 10% on 

the 2009 outlook, based on Honeywell’s predic-

tion of $225 billion in sales over the 10 years 

to 2020. But the near-term news is nothing like 

as rosy. For 2010, Honeywell estimates deliver-

ies of 675-700 new business jets (down 16-17% 

from 849 in 2009), due mainly to continued 

global economic weakness as well as concerns 

about government debt, austerity programmes, 

export growth, fi nancing costs and general 

availability. 

Deliveries during 2011 will also come in at 

less than 700. However, says Honeywell, based 

on survey responses and factoring in economic 

growth forecasts, the industry should begin an-

other period of expansion in 2012.

“This year, operators outside North America 

have become more cautious about the strength 

and pace of the recovery,” said Rob Wilson, Presi-

dent, Business and General Aviation, Honeywell 

Aerospace. “Despite the slow pace of economic 

recovery, North American operators responding 

to the Honeywell survey indicated their overall 

new jet purchase plans for the fi ve-year horizon 

were largely unchanged from a year ago.

“These more cautious international pur-

chase plans have resulted in overall fi ve-year 

demand for new jets resembling levels similar 

to those we saw in the 2007-2008 time frame, 

but still above those seen in the post 9/11 re-

covery cycle. 

“Despite a torpid recovery, there have been 

relatively few program cancellations and de-

lays,” continued Wilson, “so the pipeline of new 

high-value models supporting long-term growth 

remains strong. Our survey indicates that inter-

national demand will still remain signifi cant 

and contribute to longer-term growth.”

Picking out the details of Honeywell’s fore-

cast reveals the following fi ndings:

 North American purchase expectations re-

mained largely unchanged, rising by about one 

point, but expectations in other world regions 

softened to varying degrees. 

 International demand now accounts for 40-

45% of the new aircraft purchase plans project-

ed over the next fi ve years after just exceeding 

50% in the 2009 survey.

 Roughly 90% of planned purchases are 

timed for 2011 or after. Acting on these pur-

chase plans in 2011 and 2012 is critical to giv-

ing the recovery momentum

 Honeywell’s 2010 survey still indicates a 

potential demand for more than 5,000 aircraft 

globally during the 2011-2015 period, excluding 

demand from fractional ownership or branded 

charter start-up businesses and piston aircraft 

owner trade-ups into jet aircraft. 

 There is a modest but steady shift to large 

cabin models in overall buying plans. 

 North American survey respondents said 

they expect to purchase aircraft equal to about 

26% of their existing fl eets for replacement or 

expansion during the next fi ve years. 

 In other regions, fi ve-year purchase expec-

tations were lower, though in some cases still 

in-line with results posted in the 2006-2008 

expansion cycle. In Europe, purchase expecta-

tions equal to nearly 34% of the current fl eet 

were off from the all-time high level recorded in 

2009 but still well above the 25% levels that 

prevailed between 2001 and 2006. 

 The Asia, Africa, and Middle East regions 

have traditionally ranked as the areas with the 

highest purchase expectations regardless of the 

economic environment. In the 2010 survey, this 

remains the case for Asia; however, Africa and 

Middle East purchase plans have moved more in 

line with the overall world average. 

 Purchase expectations of nearly 30% re-

corded in Africa and the Middle East were off 

markedly from the record 2009 level, but still 

above North American levels for replacement 

and expansion rates over the next fi ve years. 

Planned purchases, even at the world average, 

will still result in more rapid regional growth in 

the Middle East and Africa than is expected in 

North America.

 Asian purchase plans posted an 18 point de-

cline in the 2010 survey versus the year earlier. 

Despite the reduction, they remain high com-

pared with other regions and from a historical 

perspective. Total replacement and expansion 

plans are 40% for the region in the 2010 sur-

vey, after approaching 60% last year.

 Confi dence in Asian and Middle Eastern eco-

nomic growth in the intermediate and long-term 

remains high, boosting interest in longer range, 

larger aircraft with better operating economics. 

 Latin American operators are still looking at 

signifi cant new aircraft purchases in the fi ve-

year period, but 85% are timed for 2011 or 

thereafter. 

 Owners of fl eets serving fractional share-

holders and jet card purchasers have reduced 

demand sharply in the current recession. Honey-

well is still projecting signifi cantly lower deliver-

ies to this segment for the next few years as 

excess capacity is worked off and shareholder 

levels are rebuilt. 

Honeywell: 
upbeat from 2012
Honeywell Aerospace’s Business Aviation Outlook is shrugging off the doom of the previous two years 

and is injecting optimism into its market prognosis. The bottom line is that Honeywell is predicting up to 

11,000 new business jet shipments valued at $225 billion in sales through 2020 but the devil is in the detail 

and the detail reveals both an interesting near-term and long-term picture
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Industry round up
Phenom 100 for India
Embraer has delivered the first Phenom 100 entry 

level jet to India’s Invision Air Services Pvt Ltd, a 

Mumbai-based on-demand air charter company. 

The aircraft is the first of 18 Phenom 100s that In-

vision Air ordered three years ago, along with two 

Embraer Phenom 300 jets. “With the delivery of our 

first Phenom 100 jet, we look forward to establish-

ing a branded charter service beyond anything In-

dia has seen before,” said Vinit Phatak, Managing 

Director of Invision Air. “The coming of this jet to 

India via Invision Air truly marks a milestone in the 

local general aviation industry. Indian customers 

will, for the first time, have access to a safe twin-jet 

experience at a price point between two-and-a-half 

to three times full fare business class rates for up to 

200 destinations across the country.”

Forté AirMail earns STC 
EMS Aviation, a division of mobile connectivity 

company EMS Technologies, has been awarded 

a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) from the 

FAA, authorising installation of the company’s 

Network Gateway product on Gulfstream G-IV 

series aircraft. The newly certified unit is a com-

ponent of EMS Aviation’s Forté AirMail e-mail 

system. The Forté AirMail system is designed 

to enable users to send and receive inflight 

email via handheld devices such as BlackBerrys, 

iPhones and other PDAs. The system can also be 

installed as an addition to a Forté voice solution.

ExecuJet: New Zealand AOC
The ExecuJet Aviation Group has been issued 

with a New Zealand Air Operator’s Certificate 

(AOC) from the New Zealand Civil Aviation 

Authority, paving the way for the company to 

commence base aircraft operations in the coun-

try. The first to be managed in the region is a 

Gulfstream G550, privately owned, which will 

be available for third-party charter effective im-

mediately. ExecuJet holds an Australian AOC 

and sees the addition of a New Zealand AOC 

as an ideal complement as business aviation 

steadily expands in the region.

Lauda purchases Global 5000
Bombardier has announced that Niki Lauda, 

through NL Holding GmbH, has placed a firm 

order for a Global 5000 jet. The aircraft, sched-

uled for delivery at the beginning of 2012, will 

be the first Global 5000 jet to be delivered with 

the new Global Vision flight deck. Three-time 

Formula 1 World Champion Niki Lauda has 

a long history in aviation and is the majority 

shareholder of FlyNiki, the second largest airline 

in Austria, by passenger volume at the Vienna 

International Airport. The Global 5000 jet is the 

latest in a series of Bombardier business aircraft 

that Lauda has owned and piloted during his 

career as an aviator. He currently operates a 

Challenger 300 jet as his private aircraft.

FAA proposes photos 
The FAA has announced that it is proposing 

that all pilot certificates include photos of 

the certificate holder. This action follows a re-

quirement that all pilot certificates be made of 

plastic and contain security features, such as a 

hologram and an ultraviolet-sensitive layer, to 

prevent tampering, altering and counterfeiting. 

Under the new FAA proposal, pilots would ob-

tain new certificates on which their photograph 

would appear with a proposed expiration date 

of eight years. At the end of that time period, 

pilots would need to update their photo and 

obtain a new certificate. If the proposal is fi-

nalised as proposed, all new airman certificates 

and flight instructor certificates would have to 

include a photograph. 

Esterline approved for BBJ
Esterline CMC Electronics’ second-generation 

SureSight CMA-2600 integrated sensor system 

supplied for the Rockwell Collins Enhanced Vi-

sion System (EVS) was certified in October 2010 

by the FAA on a BBJ. The Rockwell Collins EVS 

is available to current and future BBJ opera-

tors as a post-production modification. The EVS 

capability enhances situational awareness for 

pilots during approach, landing, taxi and take-

off by presenting an image of the external en-

vironment on the head-up guidance system and 

head-down displays.

Bombardier sells five Challengers
Bombardier Aerospace has confirmed a firm or-

der for five super midsize Challenger 300 jets 

from Donghai Jet Co, based in Southern China. 

The total value of the order is approximately 

US$121 million, based on the 2010 list price 

for typically equipped aircraft. Upon delivery, 

the Challenger 300 business jets will join a 

new Challenger 605 jet, which was handed 

over during a special ceremony at Donghai Jet’s 

headquarters in Shenzhen on November 13, 

2010. Donghai Jet will soon operate the first 

Challenger 300 and Challenger 605 jets to be 

based in China.

Gulfstream expands its site
Gulfstream Aerospace Corp will expand its Sa-

vannah facilities through a $500 million, seven-

year plan to ensure that the company is well-

positioned to meet future demand for business 

2,000th C90 King Air
Hawker Beechcraft Corporation has announced the recent rollout of the 2,000th Beechcraft King 

Air C90 at its final assembly facility in Wichita, Kan. The King Air C90 Series aircraft is defined by 

all aircraft with LJ serial numbers, including the 90, A90, B90 and all C90 models. The milestone 

aircraft, a King Air C90GTx, represents the latest advancement in this most successful turbine 

aircraft line up in general aviation today. It is scheduled for customer delivery later this year.
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777 – 200 LR, purposely built for a VVIP conver-

sion, has arrived after a 10 hours flight from the 

factory in Everett, Washington. The completion 

work on the aircraft is already started and the 

aircraft is planned to be delivered to the client, 

in the Middle East, during 2012.

Ocean Sky adds Stocks 
Fast-growing European private jet company 

Ocean Sky is further strengthening the senior 

team with the appointment of Rick Stocks as 

General Manager, Ocean Sky Aircraft Manage-

ment. Stocks’ role will range across the entire 

scope of Ocean Sky’s aircraft management ac-

jet aircraft and support services. The growth 

is expected to result in 1,000 additional Gulf-

stream jobs, an increase of more than 15% from 

Gulfstream’s current Savannah employment 

level of approximately 5,500 employees. In the 

presence of state and local dignitaries, includ-

ing Gov. Sonny Perdue, Gulfstream’s Savannah 

employees learned that the expansion would 

include building new facilities at the northwest 

quadrant of the Savannah/Hilton Head Inter-

national Airport, renovating several existing 

facilities on the main campus off Gulfstream 

Road and expanding office and lab facilities at 

the Gulfstream Research Development Center 

in Crossroads Business Park.

ExecuJet launches in China
The ExecuJet Aviation Group and Tianjin Haite 

have announced a joint venture agreement to 

launch a full service business aircraft mainte-

nance and management company in China. Ex-

ecuJet Haite Aviation Services China Co Ltd will 

be based at Tianjin Binhai Airport and will offer 

aircraft management and maintenance serv-

ices, to be expanded in due course to include 

an FBO. The establishment of this joint venture 

aims to build a comprehensive platform to pro-

vide high standard business aviation services to 

Chinese and international customers, similar to 

that provided by ExecuJet in many other parts 

of the world. The MRO facility, which is due for 

completion in August 2011, will encompass a 

6,000m² facility capable of housing two large 

and three smaller aircraft simultaneously. Ex-

ecuJet will obtain a Chinese Part 135 Aircraft 

Operating Certificate and a Part 145 mainte-

nance certificate and expects to initially main-

tain in excess of 40 business aircraft annually. 

The company will initially employ approximate-

ly 50 personnel to operate the facility.

Ladurée launches for jets
Ladurée UK, famous for its luxurious macaroons 

and finest French cuisine, is delighted to an-

nounce the launch of its inflight catering servic-

es dedicated to private jets. Having established 

a worldwide reputation for excellence with its 

store in the iconic Harrods and thereafter in the 

classical shopping venue in Burlington Arcade, 

Ladurée UK has decided to extend its catering 

expertise and unforgettable experience to the 

world of the private jets departing from all Lon-

don airports.

Diamonds to China
The Civil Aviation University of China (CAUC) 

has received two more machines of the 50 air-

craft deal, signed in July 2008, with Diamond 

Aircraft and Diamond Shandong Bin Ao. The 

pilots Othmar Nentwich and Clemens Svatos, 

flew the two TAE DA42s from Wiener Neustadt, 

Austria, to Tianjin, China. The CAUC uses the 

Diamond aircraft mainly for civil pilot training. 

It is the fifth flight school in China to have cho-

sen Diamond aircraft.

Yingling names Service Manager 
Yingling Aviation has named Gregg Olson to 

the position of Service Manager at the service 

facility the firm recently opened in a leased 

10,000ft2 hangar at the Independence Munici-

pal Airport in Independence, Kansas. Located 

adjacent to Cessna Aircraft Company’s manu-

facturing site at the south eastern Kansas air-

port, the newly established Yingling site is a 

Cessna Authorized Service Facility. Olson most 

recently served as a Flight Mechanic at the Ces-

sna Independence Plant, having held that post 

since 2005. Gregg is a licensed A & P mechanic 

with an Inspection Authorization and holds a 

Certified Flight Instructor’s certificate, as well.

King Air 250: BLR winglets
Hawker Beechcraft Corporation has introduced 

its new King Air 250, featuring BLR Winglet 

Systems as a key performance enhancement. In 

the last year, both Hawker Beechcraft Corpora-

tion and Bell Helicopter have announced plans 

for factory installation of BLR Winglet and Fast-

Fin Systems, respectively, on new aircraft. “This 

growing OEM acknowledgement of our technol-

ogy represents an important milestone and a 

new level of success for BLR,” said Dave Marone, 

Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “At the 

same time, we congratulate our OEM customers 

for demonstrating their willingness to listen and 

respond to evolving market needs.”

AMAC receives 777-200 LR 
AMAC Aerospace Switzerland Ltd has marked an 

important milestone in the company’s progress. 

The first wide body aircraft, a brand new Boeing 

Comlux: Bahrain opening
In line with Comlux’s worldwide expansion 

plans, Comlux The Aviation Group has an-

nounced the expansion of its Middle East-

based services in the Kingdom of Bahrain, 

offering a portfolio of aircraft management 

and VIP charter services in the region. Com-

lux Middle East will offer a truly bespoke 

charter service to its clients in the region. 

It has a dedicated fleet of VIP aircraft avail-

able for charter in the region including one 

A318 Elite, configured in full VIP configura-

tion with a large comfortable lounge, dining 

room, and a luxurious private area at the 

back. The second aircraft is an ACJ with a 

private bedroom at the front with its own 

shower, a spacious lounge, including a con-

venient round dining table for six, and an 

entourage area at the back with 12 first 

class seats. Both aircraft can accommodate 

up to 19 VIP passengers. Early 2011, a brand 

new A320 Prestige will join the Comlux Mid-

dle East fleet, offering another VIP charter 

solution for Comlux VIP clientele in the Gulf. 

The aircraft will feature a very stylish and 

modern cabin arrangement, with the latest 

connectivity systems such as GSM on board.
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(RARS) as one of its most important features. 

The performance boost the Raisbeck RARS gives 

the 250 is evident across the entire flight enve-

lope. The boost comes from one of the most fun-

damental elements in King Air performance, a 

reduction of engine ITT of approximately 20°C.

Forrest honoured with award
PremiAir’s Group Operations Director, Christopher 

Forrest, has been honoured with receiving The Eric 

Brown Award from the British Helicopter Associa-

tion (BHA) in recognition of his contribution to 

the UK helicopter industry. Christopher was nomi-

nated for his overall work over many years in the 

helicopter industry. Christopher is recognised as 

an outstanding supporter of the BHA and has con-

tributed much time and effort on a professional 

and voluntary basis to promote the interests of the 

helicopter operators and users.

GAMA reports shipments 
In the US, the General Aviation Manufacturers 

Association (GAMA) has released the indus-

try’s shipment and billings figures for the third 

quarter. In the first nine months of 2010, total 

general aviation airplane shipments fell 14.5%, 

from 1,588 units in 2009 to 1,357 units this 

year. Billings for general aviation airplanes to-

talled $13.47 billion in the first nine months, 

down 2.5%. “Despite another drop in total ship-

ments and billings, we believe that the longer-

term outlook for general aviation is positive. 

Our industry is coming off of a successful NBAA 

convention and we are encouraged by the sales 

announcements and a more positive outlook 

overall as discretionary spending starts to pick 

back up on a global level,” said Pete Bunce, 

GAMA’s president and CEO.

Royal Jet wins recognition 
Royal Jet’s commitment to service excellence 

has resulted in yet another major achievement 

as it was honoured with the World’s Leading 

Private Jet Service award by the prestigious 

World Travel Awards. The Abu Dhabi-based 

international luxury flight services company 

chaired by His Excellency Sheikh Hamdan Bin 

Mubarak Al Nahyan has remained steadfast in 

delivering unparalleled products and services to 

today’s sophisticated business traveller. This is 

the record-breaking fourth time in a row that 

Royal Jet has bagged the accolade. 

Gulfstream now certified by FAA 
Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. has announced that 

the FAA recently certified the jet-maker’s large-

cabin aircraft to the Stage 4 noise standard. The 

certification applies to the Gulfstream G550, 

G500, G450, G350, GV, GIV-SP and GIV. These 

aircraft have always been Stage 4 compliant but 

have now been formally certified to the standard. 

Stage 4-certified aircraft may avoid restrictions 

based on operational noise levels being consid-

ered at several airports around the world, and 

may be subject to lower usage charges related 

to the noise levels generated. The more stringent 

noise requirement means the aircraft are below 

the maximum noise level prescribed in Chapter 

4, Maximum Noise Levels, of the ICAO Annex 16 

and FAA Part 36, Stage 4. In-production large-

cabin Gulfstream aircraft will enter service with 

certified compliance to Stage 4 noise require-

ments. In-service aircraft can become compliant 

through an aircraft service change.

tivities, from ensuring the proper implementa-

tion of company-wide processes and practices 

through to managing the flow of information. 

He will report to Andrew Hughes, Managing 

Director of Ocean Sky Aircraft Management.

Broadband for Gulfstream V
Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. has received certifi-

cation from the FAA to install the latest version 

of its ultra-high-speed Broad Band Multi-Link 

(BBML) data system on Gulfstream V aircraft. 

With BBML, in-flight passengers can surf the 

Internet, send and receive e-mail or perform any 

other web-based task at data speeds of up to 3.5 

megabits per second. The “Gen 3.0” enhanced 

BBML system comprises a new third-generation 

dish antenna mounted under the tail radome of 

the aircraft; an antenna control unit; an aircraft 

integrated transceiver/router; and Gulfstream’s 

third-generation enhanced aircraft cabin server. 

This all-new Gulfstream BBML server provides en-

hanced vibration tolerance; improved tolerance 

to electrical spikes and transients and an updat-

ed, more stable operating system with bootable 

backup copy. It also uses less power.

Hangar 8 admission to AIM
Hangar 8 plc, an operator of privately owned 

passenger jet aircraft, has announced its admis-

sion to the AIM market of the London Stock 

Exchange and the first day of dealings in its 

ordinary shares under ticker symbol HGR8. 

The Company has raised £2 million through a 

placing of 1,333,334 new ordinary shares rep-

resenting 21.05% of the enlarged share capital 

of the company at admission. The market capi-

talisation of the company at the placing price of 

£1.50 per Ordinary Share is £9.5 million. Dus-

tin Dryden, Chief Executive of Hangar 8, said: 

“We have developed a simple, scalable business 

model with minimal risk – we are a service busi-

ness with no large capital assets, base costs are 

typically covered by contracted management 

fees and revenues are tied to hours flown rather 

than number of passengers.”

King Air 250 incorporates Raisbeck 
Raisbeck Engineering, designer and manufac-

turer of aircraft improvements, has announced 

the newly-announced Beechcraft King Air 250 

includes the Raisbeck Ram Air Recovery System 

Air Partner promotes Wheatley
Air Partner has promoted Simon Wheatley 

to the position of UK Manager of its Private 

Jets Division. Wheatly joined the company in 

1998 as a member of the ServicePlus support 

team within the Commercial Jets division. He 

quickly progressed into a charter broker role 

and gained four years’ experience organising 

flights to move groups of every size using air-

liners with 20-500 seats. In 2002 he moved 

into a similar position within the Private Jets 

division, which offers ad hoc and JetCard 

charters on private and VIP aircraft, and be-

came a PJ team leader in 2006.
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charter specialist has appointed Alex Berry as 

Director of Executive Aircraft for its worldwide 

operations, with responsibility for expanding the 

company’s activity in VIP and corporate markets. 

Alex brings with him a wealth of experience in ex-

ecutive aviation. In a career spanning more than 

13 years, he has worked in a variety of senior 

managerial and commercial roles for companies 

including NetJets Europe, Marquis Jet and Bom-

bardier Skyjet International, where he helped de-

velop its jet card programme. Alex’s most recent 

role was Executive Vice President with Austrian 

based VistaJet (who bought out Skyjet in 2008) 

where he oversaw sales growth across Europe, 

the Middle East and the Asia Pacific.

Delivery of GrandNew helicopter
AgustaWestland has announced that Japanese 

newspaper The Asahi Shimbun has taken delivery of 

a GrandNew light twin-engine helicopter. This heli-

copter will be used to perform news gathering and 

aerial photography missions. The aircraft is the first 

GrandNew helicopter to be sold in Japan and is the 

first of its type to be used for electronic news gather-

ing. The GrandNew was chosen by the customer for 

its class leading performance, modern technology, 

safety and reliability. The Asahi Shimbun’s Grand-

New is configured with six forward facing seats al-

lowing for cameras to be more easily used through 

the cabin doors and windows. The aircraft will be 

customised in Japan with the installation of a gyro-

stabilised camera under the tail boom. The aircraft 

will enter operational service in early 2011.

Titan scoops award
Titan Airways, the London Stansted-based VIP 

charter specialist, took the accolade as Best Pas-

senger Charter Airline at the annual Baltic Air 

Charter Association (BACA) Luncheon Awards 

at London’s Guildhall. It is the third year in five 

years of the awards that Titan has taken the 

title, independently voted for by BACA mem-

bership which includes air brokers, airports, 

business aircraft operators, suppliers and avia-

tion consultants. There was also good news 

for Titan’s preferred FBO partner too. Inflite at 

Stansted Airport won Best Handling Agent for 

a second consecutive year. Inflite will play a key 

role supporting Titan’s new aircraft that will be 

based at Inflite’s hangar. Inflite is Embraer’s au-

thorised Service Centre in the UK.

anywhere via a secure online platform. Cater-

ing orders can then be effortlessly modified as 

necessary from mobile devices.

Spot Air: group strategy
Spot Air has announced that its objective for the 

near future is to offer private jets for large groups 

of VIP passengers. The company is targeting groups 

of 30-60 people travelling on business and to con-

ferences. Although business jets usually accommo-

date up to 12 passengers, Spot Air is planning to 

offer a much higher number of seats. The objective 

is to provide enough seats for larger groups of VIP 

travellers and to ensure high standards of service, 

luxurious interior design, privacy and comfort. Work-

ing with a large number of private jet companies 

in Europe, Middle East, Africa and the Far East, 

Spot Air offers integrated business aviation solu-

tions. Even at short notice, travellers  can modify 

their trips three hours prior to departure. Services 

also include: luxury car provision; special onboard 

services  and VIP catering;  European inflight service 

representatives to accommodate families; and the 

accommodation of businessmen, military leaders 

and government officials.

Hat trick for Gama
Gama Aviation has scooped the BACA Excel-

lence Award for Best General Aviation Operator 

for the third consecutive year, making 2010 a hat 

trick for the prestigious title. TAG Farnborough 

Airport, Gama’s UK base, was awarded the title 

of Best Airport 2010. Like Gama it has also been 

recognised for the accolade three years in a row.

ACJC selects TrueNorth
TrueNorth Avionics has announced it has been 

chosen as the standard cabin telecommuni-

cations supplier by the Airbus Corporate Jet 

Centre (ACJC) of Toulouse, France, to provide 

advanced cabin telecommunications for Airbus 

corporate A320 and A319 aircraft. Airborne tel-

ecommunications for these VVIP aircraft will be 

handled via TrueNorth’s Simphone OpenCabin 

system with Wi-Fi, voice and high-speed data 

integration, corded and cordless handsets and 

a range of network products.

Berry at Chapman Freeborn
Chapman Freeborn Airchartering has announced 

a new senior appointment. The global aircraft 

Innovative jet fuel scheme
Versitec 2000 Ltd, the aviation technology com-

pany behind Skynet Online Handling requests, the 

innovative web-hosted trip quote and manage-

ment solution, recently announced a landmark 

collaboration agreement with CrimsonSky Consul-

tancy Ltd, a well known aviation procurement and 

supply chain management business, to extend its 

fuel service Jet-a-One.com to the GA sector using 

the Skynet platform. CrimsonSky has significant 

experience in the fuel procurement and fuel de-

rivatives market. What makes this service unique 

is that it brings together the combined fuel vol-

umes of club participants to give each member 

buying power that it cannot achieve on its own. 

For the first time, FBOs, operators, smaller air-

lines, regional airports and flight support busi-

nesses will be able to compete on more preferen-

tial terms via the support of a collective buying 

scheme, and benefit from more dynamic pricing 

with other improved commercial benefits.

A new FBO concept
Oriens Advisors, the aviation consultancy fo-

cused on the entry level jet value chain, is 

partnering with Barcelona based architectural 

company, Cesar Martinell & Associates, to sup-

port business development of its innovative new 

airport construction concept. The Flexible Based 

Operations building has been designed for the 

aviation industry and is a semi-permanent struc-

ture offering the same facilities as a traditional 

FBO. The building can be erected in as little as 

two weeks and has been designed to offer a 

high quality temporary structure that is flexible 

in size. The building can then be utilised for a 

number of years. With the cost per square metre 

beginning at €850, the concept is now availa-

ble to the market and has already received inter-

est from a number of different areas, including 

the aviation and events market.

Private Flight Global expands
Over the last few months, the innovative pro-

vider of VIP Inflight Catering Technology has 

further extended its global network to include 

an additional 65 catering partners in Europe, 

the Middle East, Asia, Africa and the US ensur-

ing its on-line ordering platform remains com-

prehensive. The Private Flight system enables 

clients to place orders instantly from virtually 
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ABS Jets | ACC AvServ | Access Flight Support FZE | Air Link World International | Air Service Basel GmbH | Airchef Holdings LLC | Airclaims Ltd | Airline Support Executive | 
Alaska Aerofuel - PAFA | ALPAR AG | ALTO General Aviation Services GmbH | Ambassador Jet Center | Argos Vip Private Handling S.r.l. | Astra Aviation Services | AviOne | AVISA 
Aviation Safety Systems Ltd | Avjet Routing | Baia Mare Airport | Bangor International Airport | Blackbushe Airport Limited | Blackpool International | Conciair Ltd | Cotswolds 
Airport | DC Aviation Limited | Ecclesa Aviation Enniskillen Airport | Enterprise Jet Center | Equity Aviation Services (T) Ltd | Euro Ops International | Evo Jet Services | Excel 
Handling sp. z.o.o. | ExecuJet Aviation Group | ExecuJet UK Ltd | Executive Aircraft Services | Exeter Airport | First Class Cars | Flughafen Bern-Belp | Fly Aviation Services 
| Gander International Airport Authority | GBS Designs Ltd | GDN Airport Services SP Zoo | Global Fuel Ehf | Granitize Aviation EU. Ltd | Hadid International Services | Hadid 
International Services | Hadid International Services | Hadley Executive Chauffeurs | Hadley Executive Chauffeurs | Harrods Aviation | Hayward Aviation Limited | IAM Jet 
Centres of the Caribbean | Infl ite The Jet Center | Jet Assist | Jet Services | Jet Support | Jordanian Airports for Development & Services (JADS) | London Biggin Hill Airport 
Ltd. | London Oxford Airport | MoonJet Flight Support | Morristown Municipal Airport | MS4 Aircraft Management Group Ltd | Munich-Executive (Oberpfaffenhofen) Airport 
| Ocean Sky Jet Centre Ltd | Port City Air | Rheinland Air Service GmbH | Robin Hood Airport | Royal Jet | Royalblue Executive Services | Shannon Airport | Signature Flight 
Support Corporation | Sky Aviation Services | Skylink Services, Ltd | TAG Farnborough Airport | Ultimate Jet & Helicopter Magazine | Vienna Aircraft Handling | VIP Aviation 
| Vipport | Westair Aviation Ltd | Weston Aviation | Yarmouth International Airport Corporation | Zela Aviation Ltd

Discover new partners, destinations and routes
FBOs and business airports exhibiting from all over the world!

www.BusinessAirportWorldExpo.com



COMPLETION
 Interior design
 Engineering design
 Installation
 Certification

Sales & Marketing: + 33 561 183 935 - acjc.sales@airbus.com
VIP Pass: +33 561 187 848 - acjc.vip-pass@airbus.com 
www.airbuscorporatejetcentre.com

The specialist for your Airbus Corporate Jet

SERVICES
 Customer support
 VIP Pass (A320, A330 & A340 families)
  - Cabin upgrades & refurbishment
  - Airframe maintenance & upgrade
  - Spares
  - Full engine support
  - Airworthiness engineering

Come and visit us at MEBA 2010
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